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Australian Nationals 96

Forbes Flatlands 1
A Grade
1st Kraig Coomber
4th Drew Cooper
6th Jean Franc;:ois Palmarini
7th Brad Koji
8th Geoff Tulloch
11 th Steve Moyes
12th Steve Gilmour

Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite

B Grade
1st Kraig Coomber
2nd Mike Jackson
3rd John Strickland

Xtralite 147
Xtralite 164
Xtralite 164

Women's
1st Niki Hamilton

Xtralite 137

147
164
137
147
164
147
147

1st
2nd
3rd
5th
7th
10th

Attila Bertok
Tomas Suchanek
Bob Baier
Dave Adams
Grant Heaney
Geoff Tulloch

Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite

164
147
147
147
137
164

The Bosons Cup 1996
2nd
5th
6th
7th
9th
10th

Tomas Suchanek
Kraig Coomber
Gordon Rigg
Dave Adams
Guido Gehrmann
Ono Masaki

Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite

147
147
137
147
137
147
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J~YS.ILOR
Official Publication Of
The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia
Skysai lor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australi a the subscripti on is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95
Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor and the HGFA Board reserve
the right to edit or del ete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published. All contributi ons
should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address and HGFA
number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysai lor is vested in
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and
other contributions is vested in each
of the authors in respect of thei r
contribution.
ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401 ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white. colour photo or
slide.
All photos and materi al will be
returned if a stamped , self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month 's issue! ) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to financial members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is
applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for co mmercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
$225
Full page
$150
Half page
$75
$40
Quarter page
All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout , separations and extra work
incur additional costs.
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ADDRESSES
All correspondence, incl uding membership renewals, short term memberships, rating fo rms and other
administrative matters should be
sent to:
Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel 069 472 888, Fax 069 474328

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FA I) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

President: Rohan Grant
002 3 1111 2 H, 002 337638 W,
002 3333 11 Fax
Operations Manager
C raig Worth, PhlFx 065 59271 3
Mobile: 0 186574 19
Fo r iriforma tion about site ratings,
sites and other locaL mailers, contact
the appropriate state association!
reg ion or club.

Vice-president: Andrew Humphries,
42 Cunningham Tce, Daglish WA
6008,0938 16053,09 388240 1 Fx,
0 189 17537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
8 1, Lyons ACT 2606, 06 2998792
H, 0 18 697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 102,
Lara Vic 32 12, 0 19 404299, 052
279348 W, 052 279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW
2289, 049 5702 16 H, 049 499199
W, 049 499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
430 1, 07 8142 11 3 H. 0 18 662328 W,
07 8 142 154 Fx
Board Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addi son Rd, Black Forest SA
5035, 08 2977532 H, 08 2325405
W, 08 2237345 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact :
Jenny Ganderton, Bogan ol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871 ,
068 5141 48 H, 068 52 1455 W
Paragliding Convenor
Fred Gungl, U2I47 Walkers Lane,
Bright Vic 374 1, 0 15 854455
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW 2443, 0 18 18 1071
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079 597105 H, 079 576483
W (Forward PHG Regi strati ons to
HGFA Office, Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Publi c Relations, 042
94 103 1 ph/fx/tam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
I B Park Ave, Tahmoor NSW 2573
Pres. James Nathaniel (046) 810641
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 02 99384420 W,
02 99799069H ; Sec. Ian Duncan 02
9189962; Treas. Glenn Salmon 02
918009 1
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603; Pres.
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CO VER PHOTO
Brendan Watts of South West Microlight School with
passenger Jock Hutchison flying along the coast
around the city of Bunbury WA

CREDITS
Cartoon
Typing & Layout
Printer

Duncan Kelly 06 2805605 W, 06
28 14556 H, 0 18 625091 ; Sec.
Catherine Thorpe 06 2896456 W, 06
29 17978 H, 0 18 630496 ; SSO. Peter
Dall 06 28 13746 H, 06 26841 39 W
Nth Qld:
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740 . Pres. Gerry Geru s 019
617935, 070 34 1451 ph/fx ; Secrrrs:
Ron Huxhagen 079 55291 3, 079
555 133 Fx
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 615 I; Pres
Doug Trent: 09 4594702 H, 09
4516990 W; Sec Keith Lush 09
3673479 H, 09 3679066 W, fx :
4741202 ; PG Rep Evan Williams 09
4585454 H; Trike Rep Graham

John Heffernan, Jules Makk
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

McDonald 09 3649226 H, 09
4186461B
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 31 8 1; Pres
Rob Van Der Klooster: 052 223019
AH , 052 272523 BH; Sec Tony
Hughes: 052 438245 AH , 052
641091 BH
TasHGA
PO Box 543 Mowbray TAS 7248.
Sec. Steve Drinkald 003 267327 H
SAHGA
I Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph 08
2130660, Fax 08 2117115
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Clubs
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Sec Anton Rath
070537149
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
0755453391
Sec. Gordon Bieske
07555435149 H
SSO. Geoff Dossetor
0755435631
PG Rep. Phil Hystek
0755437237
Conondale XC Fliers
Club Inc
13 Cottman St,
Buderim Q 4556,
Fax: 074451897
Gladstone HG Club
4 Cairncross St

Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
079793414
Sec. Sandy Gemmell
079750232
Publicity Officer
Hans Respondek
079721203
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
53 Yungar St Coolum
Qld 4573
Pres. Mal Price
074480038
Vice-Pres Geoff
Borthwick
074760784
Secffreas. Cathy
Edmunds
074463421
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc
Inc
Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645 H. 077
538565 W
Vice-Pres Peter Scarfe
077 212666 H. 077
721766 W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077 724467
Sec Dave McManus
077 723043 H
Treas Steve Duncan
077 734930 H
Whitsundays HG
Club
Pres. Wayne Smith
079513392
Secrrreas Ron

9.00
I Cap
Leather Key Ring - metal with full
I colour enamel logo
6.95
I Metal Lapel Badge
4.95
I Car stickers
2.00
Embroidered badge
2.95
I Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices
I Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts
I available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money

l arder, bankcard, visa and mastercard acceptI ed, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
I order. Delivery 14 days when ex .\ lock.

: HGFA Schedule of Fees

I Membership Fees
112 months (FULL) Membership
$125
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
$135
I (WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
$130
I Additional Family Member (12 months) $50
I Short Term Membership (4 months)
$45
I Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45
I Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
I available through instructors only
$15
1(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only $50
Overseas (sent SAL)
$65
I Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$95

I Certificate & Insurance Fees
$20
I Powered Operations Insurance Levy
I Passenger Endorsement annual
I renewal fee
$150
I Instructor Certificates (12 mths)
$150 pa.
I Initial issue (3 mths)
$40 qtr
I Instructor Certificates annual renewal fee$150
La::.e~e~:..ry:g ,:,n:r=n:t~
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Huxhagen 079
552913. 079555122
Fx

New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club
Inc
Pres Joe Barton
066803229
SSO Neil Mersham
066858768; 018
441742
meet I st Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow
Bowling Club
Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm
Central West HG
Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Great Lakes HGC
Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700 W

SSO. Bob Barnes
065 540416
lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira 1st
Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
SSO . James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pro Roger Lilford
062815404 h
Sec. Lisa Ryrie
062359120,
062359060
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064576019 w,
064 567171 h
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres . Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Mudgee District
Sport Aviation Club
Inc

$150 pa
Initial issue (12 mths)
$40 qtr
(3 mths)
Instructor with Passenger Carrying
$250
Endorsement annual renewal fee
Training Facility - Inspection and/or
$80 *
Approval fee
PHG Instructor Examination & check$50
flights (payable to PHG Examiner)
PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $100
PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew)
$50
Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs.
Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sporting
$30
Licence, manuals, etc) #
Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes
ACC training course, registration &
$30
manuals, etc) ##
FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA
Comp Manual. Section 7 FAI Sporting
Code, Records Claim Pack (initial issue) $20
FAI International Pilot Proficie ncy
Identification Card (lPPl) Non$10
competition flying overseas
Competitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
$10
Replacement Operations Manual
Replacement Ops Manual Binder
$15
NB: * Charged at $80 per half day of inspection
plus travel expenses (max. $250 per inspection/approval).
# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996.
## Includes all updated material from Levell.
There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite
Faclhty approvals.

___________________ .J

Sec. Darryl Ashlin
063742536
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063742092
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Peter O'Loughlin
049430158
Sec John O' Donohue
049549084
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches
HG Club Inc
(Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715H
Sec: Craig Docherty
029824468
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW
2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
042942273 H
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
0411 362273
Treas . Ian Lobb
SSO Pascal Ferret
042943533
Next meeting noted in
newsletter.
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
023872613
Treas John Trude
024166758
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney Paragliding
Club
Pres Peter Bowyer
025254175
Vice Pres Tim Gearing
042681725
Sec Deirdre Skillen
027275087
Treas Roger
Montgomery
022203199
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
TamworthlManilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Riley
067821073
067 821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272
PG SO Godfrey
Wenness 067 856545

ACT
Canberra Sports
Aviation Club Inc
Pres. Allan Taylor
06 2886311
Sec. Robert Burns
06 2581181
Meet 1st Tues ea mth
The George Harcourt
Inn Gold Creek Rd
Gungahlin 8 pm

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Pres . Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec. John Carter
037285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H

Meet 3rd Wed YorkOn-Lilydale, Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO Geoff
White
057501244,018
052793
Sec Karl Texler Jnr
057501733
Treas David Romeril
057562216
Club meets 1st
Saturday ea month
Bright Shire Offices
7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor &
Hope Tav Church St
Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Rachel Bain
03 98889454 H
03 98983742 W
Sec. David Mills
03981927 12 H
03 92822448 W
I st Wed ea month
Retreat Hotel, 226
Nicholson St,
Abbotsford
Southern Cross
Paragliding Inc
Pres. Kevin GingellKent
Sec. Craig Martinson
035928382
Meet last Wed of ea
month Anchor & Hope
Hotel 481 Church St
Richmond
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Tres . Andrew
McKinnon 03 4371069
Vice Pres. Nicole
Shalders 053 318178
Sec. Meg Bailey
053492845
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob
Stevenson 09 3647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derry
093415271
Cloud Base
Paragliding Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Julian McPherson
093881584
Meet 1st Wed ,
Boulevard Ale House
East Vic Park
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Gary Bennett
093804357
Sec Anna Munt
093772021
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
09 1 798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H

SKYSAILOR

On page 15 I have reproduced a presentation made by the
FAl President Eilif Ness to the FAl General Conference
Discussion Group on the Future of Air Sports held late last
year in South Africa. It gives a good understanding of the hlstory of the FAI and its reason for existing.

ummer is moving towards autumn and our pilots have
had quite a successful comp season. Congratulations to
Rohan Holtkamp for surging ahead of the foreign field to
win the Bogong Cup. This comp hasn't seen an Australian
pilot place first for a number of years.

S

As this issue goes to print, the 6th Womens World
Chanlpionships has just conmlenced in Bright. Good luck to
our team and safe flying for all.
In other areas, some of our pilots have indeed made the rest
of the world sit up and take notice. Al Giles' articles in the
November and December issues, '100 Miles Before Breakfast'
and 'So You Want To Soar the Morning Glory' has caught the
interest of pilots from all disciplines. I've had requests for permission to reproduce AI's stories from Canada and Italy and
from other sport aviation bodies within Australia. Such enthusiasm goes to show that that pioneering event was truly inspiring.
Does thls mean that Bourke could be just a little busy this
September-October? Should we warn them?!
In this issue you will find information regarding a Special
Resolution and a Voting Form to be returned by 28 March
1996. Please give it your earliest attention.

Air Sports International, the publication, from whlch the
report comes, is available by subscription. The magazin~ i~ a
glossy publication which covers all facets of sport aVIation
world wide. It also posts the current World Records that have
been certified. It is printed four times a year as the FAl's medium. Subscriptions cost FF80. Please contact Skysailor for a
form or fax FAI on 33-1-49 54 38 88 with your Visa or
Mastercard number and mailing details.
Another good article this month is the Microlight Survey
Review. Certainly interesting reading with some lessons as
well . I've no doubt that some of us will realise that there are
areas of our flying knowledge whlch could do with some polish.
I have also reproduced, at the request of a member, one
page covering fuel filters for micro light engines. Whlle material covering power plants doesn't normally feature in Sky sailor,
I felt that this one could be of some help for those more often
than not silent members of our association, the weightshlft
microlight pilots.
Even our cover this month gives a slightly different
persepective to the norm, thanks to Doug Jones.
Happy reading and high flying!
Until March ...

Marie Jeffery

Australla's first. utterly affordable,
totally transportable. tOOt laWlched
powered paraglider.

Flying tralnlng with accomociatlon available
at the Ught Wing F1y1ng Academy.
'I\JrbcK:hute Info Vldeo ............ t35 Inc P/H

;:0,. If~ I~at;p~ ~all
HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING PlY LID
IWllNA AIRroRr, SOUfHERN CROSS DRIVE
P.o. BOX 89
BAUlNA
N.S.W. 2478
PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343

This aircraft has not been approved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders.
February 1996
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Dear Marie
Congratulations on the super colour front
cover of the December ' Skysailor' . My
favourite flying site seen from around 75{)()' .
There is the take-off in the top left hand of
the picture - the top take-off is behind the
right upright and the upper Paraglider landing is on the mid left. AGER really is a beautiful place to fly.
Then on page 3, I see that I am mistaken
- it's actually some place in Switzerland!
There is no chance of me flying the site again
as I can't afford to fly there. Please move it
back to SPAIN.

Jim Hay
The South-East Wales Hang Gliding and
Para Gliding Club
Ed's note: Done! We've moved it back.
Jim. see editor's Keyboard notes on page 4 of
January issue. You can go flying again!

Dear Marie
You've stated in a previous reply to us
that the reason for the lack of articles regarding PHG 's was due to the lack of any of us
out here writing to you about their experiences. So here goes.

The ultimate hitching sign!

~LII=>ER

PILOT

NEEDS RIDE TO
The answer to your retrieve problems!
680 mm x 530 mm sign in quality lightweight banner vinyl, screen printed
blue on white. Clear window can hold
numerous pieces of paper for all your
regular hitch in' destinations.

PLEASE
ONLY $J~I PLUS $3 POSTAGE
From good dealers or
SILENT SKY SPORTS (07) 55437237
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Mike Ritchie and Toni Clarke at Byron Bay NSW

My fiancee and I bought our Executive
Edge eighteen months ago but due to broken
training (unsympathetic work hours) I only
received my cross country endorsements
quite recently.

that he had moved to Lennox Head only
recently. As it turned out, we flew right past
his house on our little coastal trip. We made
arrangements to meet him the next day at
Ballina Airport (weather permitting).

Our main flying site has been Rylstone
Aerodrome with a couple of stints at
Badgerys Creek and Wisemans Ferry. We
mentioned in a previous letter to you that we
wanted to fly into the Great Eastern Ay-In at
Evans Head. Our plan was to fly from Port
Macquarie, coastal to Evans Head. Originally
there were to be five trikes doing this trip but
due to other commitments and inhospitable
weather forecasts , this party heading north
dwindled to just ourselves. After enjoying
the skies around Port Macquarie for three
days (during which we marvelled at the sight
of many schools of dolphins playing along
the shore, and three beautiful whales cruising
the coast), with, as I said before inhospitable
weather forecasts which seemed to extol
everything up to but not quite including
' Hurricane Hannah' up north, we regretfully
packed the Trike back up on the trailer and
drove to Evans Head.

We spent the rest of Sunday checking out
and photographing as many of the other aircraft present that our film supply would
allow. Sunday afternoon the organisers had
us all sitting and listening to various guest
speakers , including Dick Smith himself.

We arrived at Evans Head on the afternoon of the 30th December with the gusty
nor-easter gradually weakeni ng. We set the
trike up, gave a taxiing call and got in two
quick circuits before evening civil twilight.
Next morning the skies were fairly clear with
no wind but alive with the buzz of aircraft of
all types (did I say "Buzz" ')) ... Have you ever
heard a Trojan T2B with a 30 litre 9 cylinder
radial engine, take off and then do a fly-by?
... Yeeeeeeow!
Wendy and I flew north to Lennox Head
taking photos of stingrays, dolphins and
sharks as we went and marvelling at the glorious scenery. When we returned I rang an
old school friend, who when I last contacted
him, was living at Lismore. He informed me

Dick gave an extremely interesting report
regarding his and AOPA's battle against the
bureaucracy of the CASA . There are many
good reasons for us all to sign up with AOPA
in order to have a unified voice agaInst those
who "wish to protect us from ourselves" as
Dick put it. Sunday night (New Year 's eve)
about a hundred pilots and their families sat
under the big marquee having a three course
meal and then most went to sit around the
bonfire li stening to Howard Hughes (from
Lightwing) and others playing the gui tar and
singing all the way into the New Year.
Monday morning there was not as many
pilots eager to leap to the skies at first light.
but they all eventually got there (including
ourselves).
We packed the trike up at lunchtime and
headed for Kempsey to see an old work mate
who was kind enough to put us up for the
night. First thing Tuesday morning we
coaxed the whole family (including the
daughter's boyfriend) to take us to the airport
where one by one they all had their first trike
flight. My mate is now organising a syndicate with his brother to purchase a trike and
take to the skies.
We really enjoyed ou r fi rst big fly-in and
are both looking forward to Mangalore as our
next probable trek.
Yours enthusiastically,
Rick and Wendy ~

SKYSAILOR

Novice to Advanced pilots and friends welcome.only fifty dollars for
a weekend offUll and entertainment.
Proudly supported by Canberra Milk, The Southern Cross Club.
For more information call Isobel on 0 IS 625694.

Trike Rally & Trophy
30-31 March 1996, Porepullkah Airfield

Australian Competitions
NSW State League
March 16-17: Meet at Manila at 9.30 am
Entry fee for the entire 10 rounds will be $50 which will cover film
processing and local map. Surplus funds will go to prize money.
For further details, contact Steve Gilmour (Moyes 02 3875622), Mark
Newland (Enterprise 042 942052) and Rick Duncan (AirBorne 049
499199).

1996 Australian Nationals & Pre
Paragliding World Cup
Vellue: Bright
Dates: 28 February - 6 March 1996, 26 & 27 Feb practice days, 7
March lay day & presentation
Capacity: 80 pilots
Officials: Heather Stricek, Meet Director, Brian Webb Organisation
Illformatioll pack & Registration: Australian Nationals / Pre PWC,
PO Box 3, Bright Vic 3741. Tel: 057 551753, fax 057 501153, email
l00352.530@compuserve.com

A fun competition along the lines of a car rally will be held at the
Porepunkah Fly-in on 30-31 March. We' re hoping the competition
will become an annual trike event so this is your chance to be the first
to have your name on the trophy! It's about time we trikies had a few
fun events and more contact with each other, so come along and show
your support and HAVE FUN! With your enthusiasm this will also
lead to more organised activities and communication for trikies.
Last year there was a good attendance of trikes, this year will see an
even larger gathering, including several new pilots.
You'll also have the opportunity to test fly new models of trikes,
attend information sessions and, best of all, swap stories with other
trikies when the sun has made its spectacular descent over Mt
Buffalo.
There's so much for the rest of the family to do, too. Swim in either of
the rivers, visit the galleries, shops and 'tourist' features of Bright or
just sit and enjoy the tranquil scenery while you trike on to your
heart 's content!
The fly-in is organised by the Porepunkah Airfield Users Committee
and the Trike Rally is being organised by a couple of dedicated
trikies.
For more information, please ring Jeanene anytime, on 03 97511480
or 018533731.

.........................................................
4th Annual Flatter than the Flatlands Easter Towing

WA State Championships, Wongan Hills
End February/early March
Open to all pilots with cash prizes. For further information call Sam
Blight 093363738 BH and 09 3397991 AH .

1996 NSW Paragliding Open
Manilla NW NSW

Where: Birchip, Victoria
When: Easter 1996 (5-8 April)

----- -

.
• ------ SUN-BLOCK-IT •r
I

9-16 March 1996
Elltry fee: $100 ($125 for late entries after 16 Feb) Cheque or MO to
"Manilla Comps" PO Box 7 Grose Vale NSW 2753. Entry fee
includes posted info. pack, all films/processing and limited up hill
transport.
Requiremer Is: Intermediate inland experience, databack camera, UHF
radio, reserve, 1:250,000 Natmap 'Manilla' SH 56-9 is recommended.
Novice wind techs. are most welcome.
For more information phone Godfrey Wen ness on 045 721594 or fax
045721542.

NSW Titles, Manilla
Dates: 17 - 24 March 1996
Open, B grade, Womens and possibly Masters.
Entry fee $120 includes T-shirt and dinner. Late entry fee of $ 15
after 25 February 1996.
Limited to 60 pilots maximum. Advanced rated or competent intermediate. UHF radio, repacked parachute & data back camera required. In
association, the 'Airborne Interclub Challenge' trophy will be contested. This trophy is currently held by the Newcastle Club.
Entry open now, cheque or MO marked '96 NSW Titles to Bill Olive,
42 Princes Ave, Charlestown NSW 2290. Phone 049213804 wk.

Canberra Paragliding Festival
29th-31st March 1996
A paragliding Festival to end the competition season!!

February 1996

Competition (incorporating the Vic-SA Challenge)
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AER05HIELD
ProUct;s your wing from sun damage by I:>locking out; t;he suns UV
rays. WaUr based and easy to apply, just; spay on and wipe off! Aeroshield will last for mont;hs ! ProUct
your invest;ment with this great; UV
sunblock prouctant.

1 litre $

26.00

Post;/PacK $ 8.90

4 litre pack

$ 90.00

Post;/Pack $16.00
Also available from agent;s t;hroughout Australia.

ULTRAUGHT FLYING

• ---

MACHINES
PO BOX 182. NORTH BALWYN. 3104

(0:3) 94:31-21:31
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--- - --- --- •
24HR FAX (03) 9431-1869
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Why: To make sure that good triumphs over evil ie to beat the South
Australians
How much: $50 per person
Entries accepted from teams only
Cameras are not required though may be used as ballast
GPS permitted
Entry fee includes map
Pilots must have a tow endorsement, parachute, altimeter and radio
Cheques payable to "Flatter Than The Flatlands"
Entry is limited so enter EARLY.

Please note: Pilot briefing on Friday 5th April 9 am at the Birchip
pub.
Entries to: Warwick Duncan, Flatter Than the Flatl ands , 5/121
Northumberland Rd , Pascoe Vale VIC 3044; enquiries 03 93068085.

Overseas Competitions
Cubilete Mexico
Date: 23-30 March 1996
Entry fee: U S$1 00 per pilot
Tasks: Race to goal, triangles, out and return with distances from 60-

...................................
XV International Flight Meeting
Montegrappa, Italy

130km
Requirements: 35mm camera for tum points, 2m radio suggested
Note: Please confirm by 7 March 1996

Hang gliding, paragliding and ultralight competitions to award the
European Cup for Nations and the Trade Mark prize for internati onal
Flight Exhibitions.

Information: Rudy Gotes. ph 525 5623092, 52728 76101, fax 525
5729991

Dale: 4-8 April 1996

La Victoria, Venezuela Hang Gliding Competition
Date: 2-9 March. 1996
Entry fee: US$2OO includes transportation airpo rt-hotel-airport,
transportation for retrieval, map, film and great flying atmosphere.
Contact: Julio Castro fax (58-2) 2340297

IS . c:me no~ toiw~~ ,j:l ;
::.

:::

in Canungra has scheduled early
Mountain, coastal and
~~ W~OO@ i(Q) @[ffi@

These all inclusive tours feature;
in air conditioned comfort, retrieval, all accommoda.• tion, meals, all tows on our stationary winch and XC advice
.•. •.• . •. ....}.Qonditions permitting we will be flying:
' Can~ri~ra, Killarney, Dalby and the Sunshine Coast
''>"'''nnl"l'

'

~nd fly the warm open expanses of
the Sunshine State
T.our 1: 26/5 ·1/6195
Tour 2: 3016· W/96
and bookings please call,

Utech 07 5543 7237
so if you are interested
I early
8

Norfolk Island Air Show
22-23 April 1996

Norfol k's first airshow is part of a week of activi ties and entertainment to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the RAAF. All types
of aircraft are welcome and some transportation is available. (See
October issue for full details)
Contact Air Show Director Allan Taylor on 06 2886311 or fax 06
2880830.

SI LENT SK¥ SPORTS

@lW ~~~®~~[M[Q)

For further information contact Stefano Salvatore, Via Maros tegana,
62-35016 Piazzol a SIB Padova (ltalia), phone 049 5591198 .

...........................................................
1996 Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships

Dates: 30 June - 6 Jul y 1996
Fees: CDN$70.00
Site: Eastend Saskatchewan Canada
Tvpe: towing with ridge days (weather permitting)
Contact: Mike Rebling w 306 352 3337 , h 306 586 8679 , Garth
Hemming w 306 259 3233, fax 306 295 3581

........................................................
Hang Gliding & Paragliding X-country Invitational

Date: July 28-August 2 1996
Where: Golden BC Canada
Entry Fee: $250 CDN
Prize money: $20,000 CDN
Categories: Hang gliding: light weights- 50-300 hrs, middle
weights - 300 - 600 hrs, heavy weights - 600 hrs + ; Paragliding:
light weights - 50-150 hrs, middle weights 150-250 hrs, heavy
weights 250 hrs +;

Entry deadline: 15 May 1996
Fee payable to Fly Wes! Hang Gliding Ltd, 199 Marlyn Place,
Calgary Alta, Canada T2A-3K9. Further informati on: fax (403 )
2720450 or email toporteuor@cadvision .com
Sponsors welcome. Be part of the largest money meet in the history of foot launch flight.

South African National Microlight Championships
Date: 25 April - I May 1996
Entries required by 5 Marc h 1996. Contact The Aero Club of
South Africa, tel. (0 II ) 805 036689, fax (0 II ) 805 2765

SKYSAILOR

.......... ................... .......... .

••.....••.........•..................
PWCA Provisional Calendar 1996

6th World Microlight Championships
South Africa

Date: 31 July - 10 August 1996
Entries rcqui red by 5 March 1996. Contact The Aero CI ub of South
Africa, tel. (011) 805 036689, fax (011) 805 2765

.................................................
International Pamukkale Paragliding Cup '96

Caracas, Venezuela
17-25 February. III Abierto Intemacional de Parapente, tel : ++58292
5022/916049, fax ++582 91303516623580
FelJre, Italy
27 April- 1 May. Para e Delta Club Feltre, tel & fax ++3943981770
Grisivaudan (Grenoble) France
7-12 May, Sylvian Piroche, Open International de Parapente. tel.
++3376459125 or 7608 339, fax ++3376082806 or 76459125

Test competition for 1st World Air Games
Anatolia, Thrkey

Zillerta~

Date: 7-19 September 1996
The 1st World Air Games '97 will be organised at the same venue on
the same dates.
For further information contact HGFA 069472888.

World Hang Gliding Series
8-14 June: Castejon de Sos, Pyranees, Spain. Organiser: Ana Lopez

Calle Rocafondo No 5 Local 08301 Mataro Spain; tel +34 3 790
8482, fax +34 3 790 8656

16-11 June: Sierra Nevada, Spain. Organiser: Juan Morillas, Granada;
tel +34 58 488560, fax +34 58488726, mob +34 08 366146

Austria
25-30 June. Monika Eberharter, tel ++43 52822281, fax ++43 5282
228180
Grindelwald, Switzerland
3-7 July. The Secretary, Sportzentrum, tel ++ 4136531212, fax
++41 3653 3088
Granada, Spain
15-20 July. Club de Parapente Draco, tel ++ 3458488560, fax ++34
58488726
Chamonix, France
27 Aug - 1 Sep. Yves Mollier, tel ++33 5055 5281 , fax ++33 5054
5295

23-29 June: Piedrahita, central Spain. Organiser: Steve Ham, Avila,

tel/fax: +34 20 36222215
24-31 July: Reno, Nevada (USA). Ray Leonard, 3650 Research Way
#22, Carson City, NY 89706 USA . Tel: + I 702 883 7070, fax + I 702
884 4030

PWCA Provisional Calendar 1996
Bright, Australia
28 Feb - 6 Mar. Alpine Paragliding, tel ++61 57551753, fax ++61 57
501153 ~

10-15 August: Preddvor, Slovenia. Bojan Marcic, Ziebe Li, 61215
Medvode, Slovenia. Tel/fax: +38661 612646.

Fly the European Alps
Hang Glider and Paraglider pilots welcome

23rd June to 21 st July 1996
Tour operator is Konni Konrad, an
experienced hang glider and paraglider
pilot, as well as a hang gliding
instructor.

~IIIIIII

~

Purchase a glider tax
exempt in Australia,
have it freighted to
Munich at reasonable rates and get
set for a flying hiliday
you will never forget
in the amazing
European Alps.

For more details contact:
Konni Konrad fax: 0015 49 8034 3384
or Rob Hibberd at Airborne
Ph: 049 499 199 or fax: 049 499 395
February 1996
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The new CAOs state: " the aeroplane may
be flown 5,000 above mean sea level or higher:

ongratulations to Rohan Holtkamp
who flew consistently throughout the
seven rounds of the Bogong Cup to
defeat the World's best. This great win follows his fourth place at the Hay Nationals
(Australian Open Champion). Rohan 's current fonn certainly gives the present Aussie
Team members cause to look over their
shoulder.

C

Whilst hang gliding in North East
Victoria I have shared some cross country
flights with paragliders. Their ability to
climb in light thermals and their current glide
perfonnance was most impressive. Though
the paragliders are gliding considerably
slower than the hang gliders, the performance gap in glide is certainly closing rapidly.

Pilot Certificates
Again I must remind pilots that it is necessary to hold a Pilot Certificate issued by
the HGFA to legally fly a hang glider or
paraglider in Australia. If you do not hold a
current Certificate, you must seek out an
HGFA Instructor or Club Senior Safety

Officer and fulfil the issue requirements in
regard to Aeronautical Knowledge and
Practical Skills. The requirements for issue
are shown in the HGFA Operations Manual
Section 7 and the Theory requirements are
laid out in Section 8.4 .

Amendments to CAOs 95.10 and
95.32
Recent amendments were made to these
CAOs to allow microlights to operate to
10,000' in certain circumstances.

SKY CYCLES PTY LTD
Me/bourne's Microlight Specialists
Moorabbin Airport, Tooradin, Bright
We speclal/se In trike sales and training
We have all the latest Microlight Products at the most competitive prices. New, Ex-stock

(i)

only if it is flying over an area of land,
or water, the condition, and location, of
which is such that, during the flight,
the aeroplane would be unable to land
with a reasonable expectation of avoiding injury to persons aboard the aeroplane; and

(ii)

only if it is equipped with a radio communication system .

(Note: When flying at, or above, 5,000
feet, pilols are expected to make radio broadcasts as set out in AlP)"
Obviously all other AIP and HGFA operational requirements must also be complied
with (such as recommended Cruising Levels,
etc).
Note that microlight operations at or
above 5,000' AMSL are only permitted
where safety necessitates and with VHF
radio carriage and use.

Accidents during Competition
It still seems that pilots at Competitions
have an inordinate number of accidents. For
instance, during the Bogong Cup conditions
were very good for cross country, (though the direction of the light winds at ground level
were sometimes hard to pick), yet in the nine
days of competition there were six reportable
accidents, including one blown launch which
led to the pilot's head going through the keel
of the glider, and four landing accidents. The
landing accidents led to two broken arms,
one broken ankle and one concussion. It is
frustrating that pilots of the skill level of
those involved in these accidents are il~uring
themselves. I suspect that several of these
accidents resulted from pilots leaving it too
late to check their chosen landing paddock .
Whether competing or free flying, it is essential to overfly the landing paddock to pinpoint any hazards and detennine the likely
wind direction. Never assume anything (note
the first two of the following accident
reports) .

Accidents
from $18,847 * New
AirBorne Edge Executive
Pegasus Quantum
from $24,960 * New
Longjon Venturer
from $14,850 * New
Aerial Pursuits and Comunica Intercoms
Training packages
Second hand aircraft - Edge, Q, XL, Quantum
Free Trial Flights for all trike buyers, try all the latest products at no charge,
get the trike that suits your purpose and your pocket.

Phone 03 95875975 or 015 303484
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No1
Pilot:
Certificate holder
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
wing and trike base
Wind Conditions:
Location:
ing paddock

Microl ight Pi lot

73 hours
Two place Microlight
Nil
Extensive damage to
15 knots
Small emergency land-

SKYSAILOR

Description: As the pilot flies very
occasionally, on the day of the accident he
went for a check flight with a CFI. After a
successful check flight which included
numerous take-otTs and landings, the pilot set
out alone to fly cross country along a coastal
strip with an escarpment inland. Having
flown down the coast for a while, the prevailing sea-bre\1le weakened and the otT-shore
breeze aloft began to take over, the nearby
escarpment causing severe rotor turbulence.
Finding conditions unsettling and following
an apparent engine miss-fire, the pilot elected
to land rather than return to the airport of
departure. On selecting an emergency paddock, the pilot misread the wind direction
and approached tailwind . Having too much
speed and height to land before the highway
at the end of the paddock the pilot was forced
to cross the highway at low level and collided with a fence .
Comments:
The change in wind
direction should have been detected by the
pilot. The fact that he had not flown regularly
leading up to the accident no doubt contributed . It is recommended that pilots fly
regularly to maintain their currency, particularly novice pilots. Even once a solid experience base has been gained, it is absolutely
necessary to fly cautiously after an extended
break.
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No2

No3

Pilot:
Advanced Hang
Gliding Certificate holder
220 hours
Experience:
Aircraft:
Advanced hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Nil
Aircraft Damage: Broken leading edge,
upright and damaged keel
Wind Conditions: Gusty 15 knots
Location:
XC out-landing paddock

Pilot:
Advanced Hang
Gliding Certificate holder
250 hours
Experience:
Aircraft:
Advanced hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Fractured skull, cut •
above eye, minor cuts and bruising
Aircraft Damage: Broken leading edge
and cross-bar, bent keel and battens
Weather:
Light wind
Location:
Inland tow strip

Description: Mixing of the prevailing
wind with a sea-breeze created turbulent conditions. A friend had landed in the chosen
paddock prior to the arrival of the sea-breeze,
so the pilot decided to do the same. There
were other larger paddocks available, though
not right next to the road . On final, as the
pilot was changing grip to the uprights, a
strong gust turned the glider toward a dam,
leaving only the options of landing tailwind,
or landing in the dam. The pilot turned along
the dam wall to reduce the tailwind component and a wing-tip hit the dam wall, the
wing taking the full impact.

Description: After releasing at around
850' AGL the pilot attempted a wing-over.
At the top of the manoeuvre the glider
stalled . The leading edge broke and the glider tumbled, the cross bar broke and the glider
began a fast flat spin. Pilot and glider were
then down to 400' and the emergency 'chute
was successfully deployed.

Comments:
Here I go again : Safety
should never be compromised for the sake
of convenience!

Comments:
It appears that a part of
the glider hit the pilot's head in the air, causing the skull fracture. This accident demonstrates that no matter the experience level of
the pilot, mistakes can still be made. A maximum bank angle of 60° is recommended for
all Certified hang gliders.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth 11"
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Microlighf Survey Review
ecently a survey was circulated to all microlight pilots,
the aim being to determine pilots' understanding of a
number of matters. The survey was instigated following
several accidents which indicated that some areas of pilot
training and education should be addressed with the view to
increasing safety.

R

If nothing else, the survey certainly stimulated some thought and discussion (along with the obligatory criticism from some areas). A
third of HGFA micro light pilots responded.

InJunes. A contributing factor was that the grass on the oval was
damp. Minimum safe runway distance increases with damp or long
grass .
2 . What would you anticipate as the minimum lAS required to
safely "un-stick" the aircraft?

The term "un-stick" threw many pilots, I assumed that it would
have been self explanatory, it was intended to mean "lift off'. The
responses were interesting:

In retrospect some of the questions could have been more clearly
worded, some of the answers reflected misunderstanding of either the
scenario provided or the answers sought (a little reminiscent of the old
English Comprehension tests at school).

Speed- Kncrs
•

The scenario and questions were as follows :

"Your aircraft is fully fuelled (45 litres), carrying a passenger
payload of 180 kg and you are operating from an airfield that is
1750 ' AMSL. The surface of the runway is sealed and the ambient
temperature is 22 ° C, with a steady 12 -15 knot wind directly down
the runway.
Your aircraft is a two seat model with an engine capacity of 582
cc /54 hp, with an indicated stall speed of 32 knots and a VNE of 72
knots."
l. What is your expected safety take-off distance required to gain
a height of 50 ' AGL?
The following graph displays responses received.

astaoce - Metres

II

•

<100
l00to 149

•
•

I50to 199
::roto249

[I 250to'N)
•

>300

The majority of pilots indicated that they would require more than
300 metres (several said 1000, some 500). Several responses showed
calculations, climb rates, temperature and surface considerations.
These usually came up with a distance of around 110 metres. Though
this may be the minimum distance required, the question asked for
"expected safety distance required". The HGFA recommended minimum runway distance is 320 metres. Many pilots correctly pointed
out that the most important consideration is to ensure that all the
available strip is used, thus maximising space available in the event
of the ever possible engine-out.
A few pilots suggested that as little as 50 metres is sufficient!
This equates to starting your take-off on the half-way line of a rugby
league football field and clearing the top of the goal posts, I doubt this
could safely be achieved.
Several years ago a pilot landed in a sports oval, surrounded by a
fence. The following morning he attempted to take-off from the oval
but failed to get off the ground before hitting the fence, suffering fatal
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II

<35
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41 to44
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Forty and forty-five knots were most favoured . This is comparable with the recommended "safety take-off speed" in the aircraft
handbooks provided with the currently available certified microlights,
pilots should refer to the handbook provided with their own aircraft.
It must be remembered that the safe take-off speed increases with
payload and other factors (such as a damp wing). Some pilots suggested that a speed less than the given stall speed was sufficient, a
definite recipe for disaster!
The purpose behind this question was to have pilots consider
"safe minimum lift-off speed". The theorists tell me that this speed is
calculated as 1.1 Vs (or stall speed + 10%); with the "minimum safe
climb speed" at 1.3Vs (or stall speed + 30%). Given that the stall
speed provided in this scenario is 32 knots ; l.l Vs would equate to
35.2 knots. However if lifting off at 35, it would be necessary to continue to accelerate after lift-off and prior to beginning to climb.
Rather than using this technique, it is recommended to accelerate to at
least minimum safe climb speed before lift-off. Calculating the minimum safe climb speed at 1.3Vs we come up with, 41.6 knots, in
between the two most common answers for this question. 20% of
pilots answered less than 40 knots - too slow!

3. Established on a safe climb angle and approaching 300 ' AGL,
what is your aircraft's minimum safety climb speed?
As I stated above, theoretically this speed is 42 knots . Answers
were as follows:
(See table top left next page)
Again the majority of pilots answered forty and forty five (many
answered "just above trim" which is fair enough, assuming the aircraft is trimmed around 40). As an example, the Airborne Edge
Handbook recommends 50 knots minimum safe climb speed fully
laden. Several pilots pointed this out, stating this speed is too conservative. It must be remembered that this recommended speed would be
determined to allow for all probable factors.
Some pilots said that surrounding terrain may affect climb speed.
I suggest that despite terrain , the aircraft should never climb at less
than the minimum safe climb speed . Though this speed is the recom-

SKYSAILOR

Opinions varied on use of power in this situation, most said either:
" reduce power a little", "maintain power" or "monitor power", all of
which I see as appropriate.

Spred - Kncts

D
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mended minimum, if turbulence is encountered there is still the possibility of the aircraft stalling. This brings us to the next question.

4. You are approaching 500' AGL and your aircraft's lAS is
decreasing beLow 40 knots. ALong with this decrease in lAS you
detect control bar shudder. what is the cause ?
Again the terminology threw some pilots, many commented that
their aircraft never "shuddered", though most pilots came up with the
answer we were looking for - that the aircraft is approaching stall.
Answers were:

likel YCallie

CJ

It
WJ

•

o

Approaching stall
Nose too high
Airspeed too low
Turbulence or !tJeer
Aircraft problems

The term "shudder" probably led to ten percent of pilots opting
for the "aircraft problems" answer. Suggestions included problems
with the engine, propeller or sail. In retrospect the term "sluggish and
unresponsive controls" would probably have been clearer.
Many pilots also correctly said that the approaching stal l was
caused by too high a nose attitude. Some said " low airs peed" or "turbulence or wind sheer". It must be remembered that though these factors will induce a stall, without a nose high attitude the likelihood of a
stall is reduced.

5. As you approach 600' AGL you encounter severe windshear
turbulence at the inversion layel: The aircraft suddenly pitches up
and roWtes quickly to the right with an approx. bank attitude of60.
What would you see as the correct recovery procedure at this time?
The answers to this one varied a little, though the vast majority
correctly went for "lower the nose and level the wing" or "regain control". Most said "lower nose then level wing", some said " level wing
then lower nose". I suspect that most meant that these actions should
be carried out virtually simultaneously, which I would see as most
correct.
Answers included: "do not panic" (always Rule I) ; "apply opposite aileron" (i n a microlight?); several answered "hold controls centred" (action of some sort is required here!).
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Surprisingly 12% answered "increase power" and II % answered
" hold controls out". I suspect that these answers resulted from misunderstanding the scenario, with a sudden pitch up and bank of 60,
increasing power or holding the controls out will only make the situation worse. These actions are required where the aircraft has stalled
with wings level and the nose is beginning to drop, though this is not
the case here.
In a sudden pitch up/high bank situation, raising the nose further
will lead to the microlight beginning a spiral dive. In this spiral situation the nose will automatically want to drop due to wing twist and
reflex; holding pressure against the controls will only worsen the "spiral ". It is suspected that a similar scenario to this led to the fatal
microlight accident at Kyogle last year. It appears that the pilot
attempted a high bank turn at low level, the lower wing stalled and a
spiral turn ensued. The aircraft was estimated to be no more than two
hundred feet AGL at the time, and it is thought that with the aircraft
quickly rushing to meet the ground, the pilot reacted by holding the
controls forward in an attempt to raise the nose, which only served to
worsen the situation. Indications were that the aircraft was beginning
to level out as it impacted the ground.
All microlights have this "spiral" tendency when excessive negative pitch pressure is held against the controls in a high bank turn.
Though the aircraft will quickly recover, considerable height may be
lost in the process. Please note the word "excessive" in regard to pitch
pressure. When other factors such as a heavy payload and a damp
wing are included, this "spiral" tendency is increased. Pilots should be
aware of this tendency, remembering that the recovery procedure is to
lower the nose attitude and level the wings once flying speed is
regained .
Following the Kyogle accident, Mr Keith Engelsman, Chief Test
Pilot from the Civil Aviation Safety Authority, was asked by the
Bureau of Air Safety Investigations to look at the handling characteristics (and stability) of microlights . After flight testing several different makes and models, Mr Engelsman stated that "the fundamental
flight characteristics of the weightshift microlights flown are appropriate for a recreational aircraft". He also stated: "the microlight is a
very user friendly machine which, if flown within prescribed flight
envelope limits, has no particular vices" - not that we didn't know that
already!
In regard to spiral stability, Mr Engelsman stated: "It had been
suggested that if a wing drop at stall was not corrected early, the aircraft required significant height to recover from the resulting unusual
atti tude. (Significant was loosely defined as about 300'; typical height
lost in a controlled stall is about 50'.)
As tested, the sustained stall case without correcting roll deviations produced a spiral dive mode with increasing roll divergence and
nose down pitching. The resultant speed increases produced large out
of trim forces and maintenance of the longitudinal control position
became very difficult. Roll control remained effective throughout the
manoeuvre and could be terminated at any time by rolling wings
level.
The initial roll divergence rate was quite slow but increased at
beyond about 30 degrees bank. Significant speed, and even greater
out of trim force increases, also commenced at this point. The
manoeuvre was terminated at about 60 degrees bank; the typical limit
for the microlight.
Although roll control was effective at all times, response rate to a
given control input reduced as the spi ral developed. Lateral controllability was further diminished, in the later stages of the dive, by virtue
of the excessive pilot effort required to maintain the nose up pitch
command. The easiest and fastest recoveries were achieved by relaxing the nos~ up pitch command before rolling the wings level."
Mr Engelsman recommends that training be introduced to make
pilots aware of the spiral dive tendency of a microlight following a
wing drop at stall. This recommendation will be taken up by the
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HGFA. Though this area of training is not a specific section of the
HGFA Microlight Pilot Training Syllabus, many Instructors have
already been introducing students to the spiral dive tendency as a part
of "unusual attitude" training. I recommend that all pilots seek out an
Instructor and gain such training to ensure awareness of this tendency.

20% sought improvement in "unusual attitudes" or turbulence" flying.
15% would like to improve their "cross country", "navigation" or "airport ops" skills.
12% opted for improvement in "emergencies".

Do not initiate a spiral dive at low level, such a manoeuvre should only be attempted with an Instructor and at an
altitude which allows adequate safe margin for recovery.
6. What is the minimum altitude at which you would attempt to
tum back in the event of an engine failure on climb out after takeoff?
This question also followed the Kyogle accident, where it appears
that the pilot was attempting a "tum-back" when the stall occurred. I
suspect some pilots did not give this one a great deal of thought
before answering.
The answers were:

Height - Feet

til

m

II

< 100
101 to 199
200
201 to 299
300
301 to 399

•
•m
•11>500
[IJ

400

~

401 to 499

500

As I mentioned in my December Skysailor report. the recommended minimum height to turn back is 500'. At a height less
than five hundred an emergency landing should be made straight
ahead, with a turn not more than 45 off heading being the maximum recommended.
18% of pilots said 300' or less, 50% said less than 500. Some
were prepared to tum back at 80' or 100' - in a hang glider perhaps,
but not in a microlight!
I am told that attempts to tum back following an engine-out soon
after take-off have caused more accidents in general aviation than any
other single factor.

It is a worthwhile exercise to practice engine-out 360s (naturally
with plenty of altitude to spare - like several thousand feet). The
amount of height loss may well surprise. Again, with a heavy payload
and a damp wing, the amount of height required increases substantially.

7. Do you consider yourself to be assertive and decisive with
your aircraft handling and flying skills?
The response to this one was not too surprising, to fly an ai rcraft a
pilot needs to be "assertive and decisive". This was reflected in the
responses with 82% answering "yes" and 12% saying "most of the
time". The remaining 6% answering " no" were either students or low
airtime pilots. 10% commented that they were assertive and decisive,
but "cautious".

8. What area of your flying skills wOllld you like to see improved,
if any?
Responses to this question were varied:
30% said "all areas can be improved" or "wi ll never stop
•
learning".
23% would like to improve landings; either cross-wind,
spot landings or short field.
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The remainder of responses included: " maintenance",
"competition skills" and "weather prediction".
One pilot wanted his finances improved - so he could buy a
trike!
Obviously most of these areas would have been covered to some
degree during training. I encourage all pilots to fly with an Instructor
if they are concerned with any area of their flying skills. A few dollars
spent on some remedial instructional would be a fraction of the cost
of an aircraft repair or hospital bills should the worst occur.
Answers to questions 9 & 10 asking where pilots learnt and the
number of instructors involved showed a cross-section of HGFA
CFls, though many of the old hands were self taught or taught by
friends in the days prior to a formal instructor system.
Closing comments were varied, many took the time to write
accompanying letters . Unfortunately I cannot respond to all the matters raised, but include the following for your interest.

"Flying with several different instructors helped my flying training, especially after / gained my Pilot Certificate . ..
"P Charts (performance charts) as used in G.A. would be an
excellent eye-opener for trike pilots . ..
"After years offlying / still benefit from engine-out, dead stick,
safe height to turn back exercises. ..
"Many pilots gain their Pilot Certificate too easily - they should
be trained to the same standard as our instructors . ..
"My training in /989 was good but far too informal - / know a
more formal approach is taken now - much better. ..
"Trike pilots must improve their radio usage - our training in
radio must be improved. ..
"More feedback required on incidents and accidents . .. (I am trying - everything that is relevant is passed on to pilots or instructors Craig).
"Please inform pilots that /26.7 is not the only radio frequency."
.. We still have a long way to go in raising instructor standards . ..
.. / would like to see training nights where the old hands pass on
practical tips to new pilots . ..
.. / figure that if you think you know it all you are probably the
most likely candidate for an accident . ..
"Th e return of" Prop wash .. to Skysailor is a must. ..
"Cross COLI/1fT)' and airport operations training should be mandatOT)' for all pilots . ..
"You only really start to learn after you get your licence - a
refresher with an instructor after 20 hours solo should be mandatory.

"At 80 hOllrs / pranged my aircraft by flying in unsuitable weather - / will gain some instruction to get Illy confidence back . ..
.. / don't IIsually think of distances, heights, etc. - for exall/ple in
qllestion one - / jllst lise a blood.'" long airstrip . ..
Many pilots praised their instructor, a small minority were critical.
Thank you to all respondents. Also a special thanks to Chris
Brandon of Flyright Aviation for his help in compiling the questionnaire and those assisting me with this report.
The process of raising standards of both pilots and instructors is
ongoing, the information you have provided will be useful in th is
endeavour.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth ~
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A presentation to the FAr General Conference Discussion Group on the Future of Air Sports
held in Sun City, South Africa, 10th October 1995 by FA! President Eilif Ness

You can't know where you are going if you don't know where you are.
In order to know where you are, it helps to know where you have been.
finance, leaving non-commercial aviation in
the hands of the Aero Clubs. Ballooning
went into hibernation while their successors,
the Zeppelins, went commercial with some
success until the Hindenburg disaster of
1937.

These few words contain the rationale for
looking at our historical background as a first
step when analysing our present situation and
drawing up probable scenarios for the future.

The Past:
Early Evolution
In the beginning, there was ballooning.
During the last half of the Nineteenth
Century the usefulness and potential of gas
balloons became more and more evident, and
were highlighted during the siege of Paris
during the 1870 Franco-German war. With
the advent of the aeroplane, however, balloons and aeronauts were soon overshadowed by aeroplanes and aviators, and aviation became for all practical purposes just
powered flight.
Importantly, there was little distinction
between amateur and commercial aviation
during the first two decades of the century.
The At::ro Clubs were the pioneers of all
forms of aeronautical activity, and this pioneering nature attracted many persons from
the upper levels of society, including royalty.
In this respect the Aero Clubs outshone even
the early automobile clubs. This is the historical basis of the high social standing that
many Aero Clubs have to this day.
It was a natural consequence of this environment that the FAI was designed as a
world-wide organisation of national AeroClubs where only one organisation from each
country could be a Member. The Members
were given the sole right to exercise FAI
'sporting powers' in its country, i.e. the rights
to issue FAI sporting licenses, participate in
FAI competitions, host international competitions, control and file world records etc. This
principle is still valid, and each Member is
assumed to be representative of all air sports
practised in its country.
By 1919 the military role of aviation was
firmly established, and commercial aviation
took off on its own, quickly achieving the
status of a political tool and an object of high
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All this changed the role of the Aero
Club. The non-commercial part of aviation
was still prestigious, but without financial
clout. Private aviation as such was still of little practical value as a form of transportation,
so that throughout the twenties and thirties
private flying remained primarily a sporting
activity. The Aero Clubs became more and
more caretakers of a leisure activity, retaining a strong sporting element.

FAI Sporting Code - which was maintained
by the FAI Council. Around 1920 a special
committee was set up to manage the Sporting
Code: the 'Commission Sportif', which later
on became the 'Commission de I' Aviation
Sportif Internationale', with the acronym
(CASI).
Up until World War II CASI took care of
all the organisational needs that arose from
increased
FAI
actIvity,
technological
advancement and sporting specialisations,
and managed them by creating subcommittees for each speciality as required. The one
design glider (Olympia), destined for the
1940 Olympics, was developed under this
system, which also saw the establishment of

In the early thirties the first of the specialisations
appeared, with
gliding entering
the scene as the
first separate air
sport. Its similarity to powered
flying
made for easy
absorption into
the Aero Club
structures. Later
on, aeromodelling came under
the FAI umbrella, recognised
as an important
entry stage to
Aero
Club
activity,
and
was
also
Thanks to the success of last year's Big Mountain embraced
by
the Aero Clubs
Big Air tour of Europe, we have been forced into
without
conpacking the suitcase and heading for the Alps
flict.

IT'S

ON

From
the
establishment
of FAI in 1905
until
about
1920 all aeronautical records
and
competitions were governed by one
universal set of
rules: the (Code
S porti f) - the

.... Again!

To join us in the adventure of a lifetime, your first
step is to contact us for the brochure and details
of our special slide & video nights.
So do yourself a favour and call
Charly on 03 9882 4130 now.
And remember, it's always on ....
Big Mountain - Big Air - Big Fun.
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the first subcommittee for parachuting, in
1938.

Post War Development of Air
Sports
When FAI resumed operations after
World War II the CASI subcommittees
became separate entities called 'Technical
Committees', one for each branch, but they
were still under the overall control of CAS!.
This system remained essentially unchanged
until 1988, except for the addition of new
Technical Committees. CASI's role was not
limited to maintaining the General Section of
the Sporting Code. It also approved (or
rejected) changes of the other Sporting Code
Sections.

microlight aircraft in the early 1980's and
paragliding in 1985. One by one they came
in under the FAI umbrella, and new
Technical Committees were created to
accommodate them (except for paragliding,
which joined the hang gliders).

The considerable growth in private flying
- General Aviation from 1945 to 1980 passed
by many national Aero Clubs, who underestimated the importance of this element of aviation. FAI was focused on competitions and
records, and failed to appear as champion of
the interests of the common private pilot. It
was AOPA and IAOPA, with their strong
focus on the practical and financial interests
of the individual aviator, who attracted most
of the new entrants. Thus, FAI representation
of powered flying became limited to the narrow niche of competitive rally/ precision flying and acrobatics.
Parallel to this, the four decades from
1945 to 1985 saw the emergence of a number
of new air sports successively entering FAI:
parachuting joined in 1949, modern ballooning around 1965, hang gliding in 1974,

The predominant reason that all these
new branches of air sports joined the national
Aero Clubs (and thereby FAI) was simply
that they were all subject to the Civil
Aviation law of each country. In most cases,
the national Aero Club had long established
channels to the Aviation Authorities, and
were able to help secure a legal base for the
new operations; in other words, they were
marriages of convenience.
This particular role of the Aero Clubs is
the crucial point of inter-airsport relationships . The Aero Clubs, where they existed,
were convenient instruments for new airsports to achieve access to airspace. Only the
Aero Clubs who managed to maintain this
role and even expand it, have remained
sound airsport representatives of their respective nations . Those who did not, found that
new air sports formed their own organisations, resulting in the emergence, in a number of countries. of strong federation-type
organisations separate from the Aero Clubs.

The Present:
The Effect of Development on the
FAI Members - the National Aero
Clubs
The historical process described above
caused
a
profound
structural change of the
air sports world, deeply
affecting most FAI
Members. The new air
sports represented virtually all the growth in
air sports after 1950,
while the traditional air
sports of gliding and
competitive
powered
tlying, once dominating
the activities of national
Aero Club, stagnated.
As a result, in many
countries the number of
members in the new air
sports today outnumbers those of the traditional ones.

1996 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN STATE
HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS

ENTRY FEE $100.00
t:
Stewy McVey Ph: (09) 377 2021
Nav Brennan Ph: (09) 339 7991
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Importantly,
the
practitioners of the
(new) air sports do not
originate from the traditional aviation environment. They are mostly
(direct entries) into aerial activity and do not
have even basic knowledge of aviation in the
traditional sense. The
widely differing operating environments of the

new air sports have also created widely different cultures from air sport to air sport,
with behaviour and attitudes differing greatly
from those of the traditional aviation (establishment).
As a result, communications often deteriorate and misunderstandings tend to occur
between the (new) air sports and the original
primary Aero Club activities. Where new
federations have been created, they not only
differ culturally from the national Aero
Clubs, they are also, as often as not, both
financially and operationally independent of
them. This complex situation has many consequences. One of them is the disintegration
of the unified approach to the national
Aviation Authorities. In countries where the
Aero Club's single channel of communications with the Aviation Authorities has been
replaced by individual channels for each air
sport, each specialised federation is left to
fend for itself in respect of regulatory matters. In such cases, the authorities have
achieved the ideal situation: unlimited possibilities to (divide and rule) , pitting one air
sport against the other.

The Effect of Development on FAI
Itself
On the global scale, FAI has been much
more alert in recognising new air sports than
most FAI Members have on the national
scale. As new air sports materialised, they
were adopted by FAI at a fairly early stage,
and Commissions were established early on .
The representatives of each country to the
Commissions tend to come mostly from the
specialised sportsmen themselves , thus
ensuring real representation of each sport.
In a sense, the Air Sport Commissions
represent the grassroots FA!. Their role as
rule-makers and event approving authorities
makes them known and recognised by all
international competitors within their respective disciplines. This, in turn, puts them in
close contact with the cutting edge of aviation sports, i.e. the top competitors .
Commission delegates are experts in their
disciplines and understand each other. Such
fora of the 'like-minded' guarantee good
vibes, common interest and opposition to
interference from outsiders and higher ranking institutions.
In this type of environment it was
inevitable that CASI's control of the (then)
Committees became gradually more problematic. This was exacerbated by the composition of CASI, which earlier consisted main ly of representatives from powered flying
and gliding. The increasingly restive
Technical Committees finally forced FAI to
revise the Statutes in 1988, turning the
Technical
Committees
into
largely
autonomous
International
Air
Sport
Commissions responsible for the development of their respective air sports within FA!.
Today, the FAI Commissions are expert
bodies responsible for all technical matters,
i.e. competition rules, safety practices, mini-
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mum standards, allocation of international
championships etc., without interference
from other FAI bodies, and the Commission
presidents are full members of Council with
the rank of FAI Vice Presidents. The role of
CASI is limited to maintaining the General
Section of the Sporting Code, to act as a tribunal for appeals, and to support new air
acti vities.

years, and have, in particular in Central
Europe, made non-commercial aviation and
air sports their prime target, selected for
softness and high probability of easy victories, which the environmentalists need to
bolster their political profiles. The means
they use are disinformation and political
manipulations that do not reflect the true
attitudes of the population.

In this manner FAI itself has come to
reflect the air sports development in the
world better than many Members have, and
is approaching a logical form of representation . The changes have defused most of the
tensions within FAI - tensions that essentially were generated on the national level, but
which spilled over to FAI in the process.

The basic role of the national Aero Club
is to combat these threats by influencing
decision makers and politicians with the
weight that comes with representing all
pilots and air sportsmen in a country.
Traditional , good Aero Clubs almost invariably have connections, old friendships and
unofficial channels that have been built up
ever since flying was invented.

The Future:
Our world of non-commercial aviation
and air sports are under continuous pressure
from special interest groups that threaten to
squeeze us out of air space and airports.
Different groups exert pressure in different
ways : the environmentalists press for abolition of private flying, the commercial airlines press for our removal from congested
areas and the civil aviation authorities push
us into operational restrictions and higher
costs.
Environmental activists have increased
their political power substantially in recent

These advantages must be applied to the
work of securing reasonable access for air
sportsmen and general aviation pilots to airspace and airport facilities, and to uphold
their rights as members of the aviation community. No loose bunch of separate federations can match the effect of a unified
approach backed up by such leverage.
All national Aero Clubs continuously
face the single crucial question posed by its
membership:
§

At the root of this valid question lies a
general unawareness among a majority of air
sportsmen of the threats I have described
above and of what it takes to keep them at
bay. There is a widespread belief that we
have some sort of right to the use of airspace, that we are free to fly in it or fall
through it as we like. While one might possibly build a moral case for such a view, present day realities are quite different: access
to airspace must be fought for, continuously.
Which makes the answer to the question
much simpler and closer than immediately
apparent:
§

We are here to make sure that you fly
at all!

Aero Clubs who are unable to come up
with this answer need to reassess their position. If they do not fulfil this essential function, then what is their purpose? This valid
question quickly flows over onto FA!. If air
sports are to survive, a representative unit is
required in each and every country in order
to present a credible and effective counterpart to the Civil Aviation Authorities and
Environmental Agencies. Correspondingly,
an international entity is needed to fill that
same role on the international stage. That is
one of the roles of FA/, ~

What are you doing for me that I
should pay you money for?

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland

4.
5.

24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery

6.

Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting

7.

Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes

8.

Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"

9.

Free owner's manual with every parachute

1O.

Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
February 1996
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by Ron Rimkus
Mid November saw about twenty pilots
from the Sunshine Coast Club pack up their
cares and woes for a long weekend of ground
towing and hopefully some reasonable cross
country distances at Mitchell, in south-west
Queensland.
I used to think of the Roma and Mitchell
region as being in western Queensland. That
was until I had a good look at a map of
Queensland, to discover that it is only about
one third of the way from the coast to
Queensland's western border with the
Northern Territory. The drive certainly felt
like we reached the western outskirts.
Mitchell is actually about 500 kilometres
from the coast, between Roma and
Charleville, and 300 kilometres from the
NSW border.
Not having been that far from the Pacific
before, my expectations were of a vast noman's land, with a featureless landscape and
little vegetation . I was pleased to find that
things weren't quite as meagre as I had
thought.

BRIGHT POWERED
HANG GLIDING
~ Trike

Pilot. han Mon

~-TriJtf

Piiols Haw MGrf f\In_TrlU

THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN
at the

Porepunkah Airfield
only 3 Ius North East of Melbourne

All Year Round Teaching
Nothing But the Best!

Trike Pilots have

MORE FUN!
BRIGHT POWERED lIANG GLIDING
The Only Place to Learn

Greg & Rosemary Withers
22 Ashwood Ave, Bright, Vic 3741

Ph (057) 501 555
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Arriving in town on the
Friday morning was a climatic shock with a howling
north-easterl y and forty
something degrees in the
shade.
Dave
(Cookie)
Cookman was under tow as
we passed through town on
the way to the airport.
Arrangements had been
made by a local pilot and
one of Cookie's students,
Mark Lawler, to have the
aerodrome closed to GA for
the weekend. Conditions
must have been a bit strong
on the tow as all you could
hear from Cookie on the
two way
was:
" holy
smoke", or words to that
effect. Now if you know
Cookie, he wouldn ' t generally even bother to mention
a space shuttle type tow
launch, so "holy smoke"
meant to us don't even
bother to unstrap the gliders.
Cookie
had
landed
before we reached the strip,
due to a weak link break
and no worthwhile lift. He
tried another tow with similar results. Always the gentleman he offered to lend me his g lider. I
declined whilst holding on to the car to stop
from becoming a tumble weed. of which
there were many.
Leaving the thrill seekers at the aerodrome those of us in Duncan's car: Rob, Ted,
Richard and myself sought a place to rest and
cool down. The town has a variety of accommodation options, such one of the many
pubs. Those of us in Duncan's car were
drawn by some invisible force to the only
establishment that had airconditioners. Luck
had it that the owner of the motel, John, was
a sailplane pilot with more hours than I've
got grey hair (which is heaps), so in the spirit
of camaraderie, we were ab le to negotiate a
good deal for the room. So with airconditioner on, and a drink in hand , we whiled away
the rest of the day.
The Saturday was again disappointing
due to complete high altitude overclouding
associated with a low pressure front. Cookie
was ab le to salvage the day with a few introductory instructional tandem flights. This
brought some relief from the heat and boredom, not so much the flying, but the stand up
comedy. Now Cookie has a unique turn of
phrase that he uses to put newcomers at ease,
and allows him to make friends easily. A
couple of classic phrases that had us rolling

around and ducking for cover, quickly come
to mind. Such as when he was strapping one
young lady into the harness. The line went.
with an earnest voice:
"Now whatever you do when we are up
there, don't in any way restrain my hands they will be on your breasts"; or when the
local Police dropped by to see how things
were going, the line was: "We've got a couple Police in our Club and who said pigs
can't fly". The comedy continued all day and
I night.
Sunday's conditions were a slight
improvement. with some flights of an hour or
two duration. Sunday also allowed the tandem flights to continue with now a major
proportion of the town having been aloft with
Cookie. This time some of the tandem flight
included one of the local Police that Cookie
charmed the day before. Another local , Big
Nev, the publican who we befriended the previous night at the Western Hotel, also came
out for a demo. It is not by mistake that Big
Nev is known by this name. I have no idea
how tall he was as his head was mostly in
cloud, but he did mention that he had lost 5
kg recently to take him down to 145 kg. It
goes without saying that behaviour in the
Western Hotel is generally kept in control.
Having considered all combinations and permutations of harnesses, it was not possible to
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SPECIAL RESOLUTION
Extract for HGFA Constitution:
Special resolution
7.29 A resolution of the federation is a special resolution if 7.29 .1 It is passed by a majority which comprises not less than three quarters of such members of the federation as, being
entitled under these rules so to do, vote in person or by proxy or by postal vote at a general meeting, or where the
Committee so determines, by postal vote alone, of which not less than 21 days' written notice specifying the intention
to propose the resolution as a special resolution was given in accordance with these rules; or
7.29.2
Where it is made to appear to the Commission that it is not possible or practicable for the resolution to be passed in the
manner specified in paragraph (a) - the resolution is passed in a manner specified by the Commission .
Voting
7.30
7.31
7.32
7.33

Upon any question arising at a general meeting of the federation a member has one vote only.
All votes shall be given personally or by proxy, or by postal vote.
In the ease of an equality of votes on a question at a general meeting, the chairperson of the meeting is entitled to exercise a second
or casting vote.
A member or proxy is not entitled to vote at any general meeting ofthe federation , or record a postal vote, unless all money due
and payable by the member or proxy to the federation has been paid.

Enclosed is a copy of the sections of the HGF A Constitution that are recommended by the HGF A
Board (on advice from the HGF A Honorary solicitor) for inclusion or amendment.
The bold segments represent the additional or amended clauses.
The clauses in italics represent the existing clause that is recommended for replacement by the proposed
amendment (in bold).

In accordance with section 7.29 of the HGFA Constitution the following Special Resolution is
submitted to the members for their vote. The date of initial notice for this Special Resolution will
be March 11996. The close of postal ballot will be 4.00pm Thursday March 28, 1996.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE HGFA CONSTITUTION
HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA INC
CONSTITUTION AND RULES (sections to be amended only)
rART 1: PRELIMINARY

1

Definitions,

(Additional definition)

"Operations Manual" means the manual published by the federation
relating to the operation of aircraft.
PART 2 - INTRODUCTION

2.3

Powers (Additional powers).
Solely to further the Purposes and Objects set out above, the Federation shall have power to:

2.3.16
2.3.17

Issue Certificates, Licences and privileges to members in
connection with aviation.
To set up disciplinary and appeal tribunals for the purposes of
suspending and cancelling certificates, licences and privileges and
to otherwise deal with discipline of members.

"The following section (Part 5) is to be replaced in full;

Amendments March 1, 1996

PART 5: DISCIPLINING OF MEMBERS
5
The Committee of the Federation shall appoint a Disciplinary Tribunal consisting of 3 member~ 'of
the Federation.
5.1
Where the Operations Manager is of the opinion that a member of the federation:
5.1.1
has persistently refused or neglected to comply with a provision or provisions
o/these rules; or
5.1.2
has persistently and wilfully acted in a manner prejudicial to the interests of
the federation; or
5.1.3
has breached any law, regulation, by-law or order relating to the operation of
any aircraft over which the Federation has authority under law; or
5.1.4
has breached the Rules ofa Club associated with the HGFA or regional
association relating to the operation ofsuch aircraft.
the Operations Manager shall:
5.1.5
prepare a complaint setting out the nature of the allegations made against the
member and any other documentation in support of the allegation and
5.1.6
deliver a copy of the complaint to the member against whom the allegations are
made, together with a letter requesting the member to respond to the
allegations within 14 days of the date of the letter.
5.1.7
On the expiry of the period of 14 days, the Operations Manager shall forward
to the Disciplinary Tribunal a copy 0 fthe complaint together with copies of the
complaint together with copies of any material received by the Federation from
the member in response to the allegations.
5.1.8
There shall be no right ofappearance either in person or by legal
representative before the Disciplinary Tribunal.
5.2
The Disciplinary Tribunal shall consider the material placed before it by the member and the
Operations Manager and may confer by telephone with each other and make a decision without
having to meet in one place.
The Tribunal may by resolution 5.3
5.3.1 cancel, suspend vary or impose conditions on any Certificate, licence, endorsement or
privilege granted by the Federation.
5.3.2 expel the member from the Federation.
5.3.3 suspend the member from membership of the Federation for a specific period.
The Operations Manager shall notify the member in writing of any
5.4
resolution, and such resolution shall take effect from the date upon which
the notice would, in the ordinary course, have been received by the
member.
Right o(appeal o(disciplined member
5.5
A member may appeal to the Appeal Tribunal of the federation against a resolution of the
Disciplinary Tribunal within 7 days after notice of the resolution is served on the member, by
lodging with the Operations Manager a no rice to that effect together with the Appeal fee as
determined from time to time by the Committee.
Upon receipt of the notice of appeal, the Executive Director shall nominate 3 members of the
5.6
Federation (not being members of the DisCiplinary Tribunal) or 3 persons nominated by the
President of the Confederation ofAustralian Sport, who shall constitute the Appeal Tribunal.
The member may lodge with the Federation such other written material as the member deSires in
5.7
respect of the appeal within 14 days of lodging the notice of appeal
5.8
There shall be no right of appearance either in person or by legal representative before the Appeal
Tribunal.
5.9
The Appeal Tribunal shall consider the material placed before it by the member and the Operations
Manager and may confer by telephone with each other and make a decision without having to meet
in one place.
5.10
The decision of the Tribunal shall be forwarded to the member and shall take effect on the date when
the notice, in the ordinary course, would have been received by the member.
Amendments March 1, 1996

5. J J

Pending any appeal to the Appeal Tribunal, the penalty imposed by the Disciplinary Tribunal shall
remain in force.

(New part 5)
PART 5: DISCIPLINING OF MEMBERS
5.1 Where the Operations Manager has received a complaint or, is of the opinion that a
member of the Federation:
5.1 has failed to comply with a provision of these rules; or
5.2 has acted in a manner prejudicial to the interests of the federation; or
5.3 has breached any law, regulation, by-law or order relating to the operation
of any aircraft; or
5.4 has failed to comply with any provision of the Operations Manual; or
5.5 has breached the rules relating to aircraft, of a Club associated with the
HGFA or Regional Association; or
5.6 has breached any directive, training syllabus or guidelines issued
by the Operations Manager; or
5.7 has acted in a manner dangerous to themselves or others in the
course of any aviation activity
the Operations Manager may
5.7.1 suspend any certificates, Licences or privileges issued by
the Federation, pending a hearing before the Disciplinary
Tribunal.
5.7.2 notify the Committee who shall appoint a Discilinary
Tribunal consisting of 3 members of the Federation.
S.S Where a Disciplinary Tribunal is appointed by the Committee, the
Operations Manager shall
S.S.l prepare a complaint setting out the nature ofthe allegations
made against the member.
S.S.2 forward by post to the member, at the member's address in the
Federation records:
S.S.2.1
a copy of the complaint
S.S.2.2
any documentation upon which the Operations Manager
relies to support the complaint
S.S.2.3
a request to the member to forward to the Operations
Manager any defence and documentation in support
within 14 days of the date of the letter.
5.9 On the expiry of the period of 14 days, the Operations Manager shall forward
to the Disciplinary Tribunal a copy of the complaint together with copies of any
documentation received by him from the member in response.
5.10 There shall be no oral hearing, nor right of appearance either in person or by legal
representative before the Disciplinary Tribunal.
5.11 Unless the member specifically requests in writing that the question of penalty
shall be dealt with separately from any finding of guilt, the member shall be
deemed to have agreed that both issues of guilt and penalty will be heard
together.

5.12 The Disciplinary Tribunal shall consider the material placed before it by the
member and the Operations Manager and may confer by telephone with each
other and make a decision without having to meet in one place.
Amendments March I, 1996

5.13 The Disciplinary Tribunal may by resolution:
5.13.1
cancel, suspend, or vary certificates, licences, or privileges issued by the
Federation.
5.13.2
suspend the member from membership of the Federation for a specified
period.
5.13.3
Expel the member from the Federation.
5.14 The Operations Manager shall notify the member in writing of any resolution,
and such resolution shall take effect from the date upon which the notice would,
in the ordinary course of post, have been received by the member.
Right of appeal of disciplined member
5.15 A member may appeal to the Appeal Tribunal of the federation against a
resolution of the Disciplinary Tribunal within 7 days after notice of the resolution
is served on the member, by lodging with the Operations Manager a notice to that
effect together with the Appeal fee as determined from time to time by the
Committee.
5.16 Upon receipt of the notice of appeal, the Committee shall nominate 3 members of
the Federation (not being members of the Disciplinary Tribunal).
5.17 The Appeal shall be by way of a new hearing on all issues of fact and law.
5.18 The member and the Operations Manager may lodge with the Federation such
other written material as each desires in respect of the appeal within 14 days of
lodging the notice of appeal.
5.19 There shall be no oral hearing or right of appearance either in person or by legal
representative before the Appeal Tribunal.
5.20 The Appeal Tribunal shall consider the material placed before the Disciplinary
Tribunal and such other material placed before it it by the Operations Manager
and the member, and may confer by telephone with each other and make a
decision without having to meet in one place.
5.21 The Appeal Tribunal shall have the same powers as the Disciplinary Tribunal
set out in par 5.13 above.
5.22 The Operations Manager shall notify the member in writing of any resolution
of the Appeal Tribunal. It shall take effect on the date when the notice, in the
ordinary course of post, would have been received by the member.
5.23 Pending any appeal to the Appeal Tribunal, any penalty imposed by the
Disciplinary Tribunal shall remain in force.
No Liability to Damages
5.24 No member who has been dealt with under Part 5 shall have any claim against
the Federation, its employees or any member notwithstanding that
5.24.1
the proceedings may subsequently be found tp be void or invalid or
5.24.2
that the finding is quashed or
5.24.3
that an appeal by the member may be upheld
and notwithstanding any negligence, breach of contract or other right to damages.
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Life's not easy on the land when
you've been in drought for five
years and wool prices are at an
all time low, and the only thing
left for the sheep to eat are the
spindly,
worthless
looking
mulga bushes. The following
week the Mitchell area did
receive some falls and I hope
the Connelly's received their
share.
The weekend was notable
for so me good tows and flights
by Noel Bansemer who had his
70th birthday years ago gives us
all hope for many more good
flying years, and Gunter who
had a number of great tows and
raged with his camera. Gunter
did make the acquaintance of
one strange local, a dead pig (no
relation to 'Babe') which was
next to him where he landed.

A bird's eye view of Mitchell - photo Gunter Lipowitz

get Big Nev strapped in to any. The most
promising arrangement was to use one harness per leg, but that isn't an arrangement
recommended in the Ops Manual.
Monday, the last day of our long weekend, finally arrived with clearer skies and a
light north easterly. Geoff Campbell was
towed up early, and showed his ability as our
best pilot by quickly disappearing over the
horizon, coming on air from time to time to
confirm that the lift was consistent and
strong. Naturally at that inopportune moment
the winch sprang a leak, which required a
whirlwind trip into town for repairs. With all
systems operational again the tows commenced in earnest. As each pilot in turn
reached the 1200' or so mark at the end of
the tow, the thermals took hold, and away
they went. I was about eighth in line, and up
until then it was eight tows - eight gliders
away. I felt sure Murphy 's Law would strike
leaving me back on the strip to look like the
only turkey. This thankfully was not to be. So
finally after all the effort to get to Mitchell
and amongst the western conditions, we were
away.
A few tows later Cookie managed to
reach maximum altitude on tow, and it was
apparently with amazement that the tow
operators watched as all the rope disappeared
off the drum and went skywards with
Cookie.
Eventually reaching a reasonable altitude
allowed me some time to peruse the area.
Looking at some of the parched countryside
ahead I wished that I had accepted my brother-in-Iaw's offer to borrow his boat's EPIRB .
Conditions were consistent with cores peaking at around 1000 fpm. After about an hour
and a half of heading towards the general
area of Bollon, Cunnamulla, or Charleville
(an area about the size of Tasmania), I wasn ' t
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entirely sure of where I was. I thankfully
came across a road that was slightly more
substantial than the previous emu trails.
Options came to an end when from base,
landing areas were no longer visible for as
far as the eye could see. A large sheep station
below became attractive, with the prospect of
being able to phone in and be found in time
to join the convoy back home that evening.
Landing
beside
the
largest
'Queenslander' house I've ever seen, confirmed that someone was indeed home and
hopefully friendly. Walking up to a house in
the middle of nowhere without the prior
warning which results from a car's approach
is always odd. Having been bitten by a
'friendly' dog under these circumstances previously, now makes me wary. On this occasion luck was with me and the owner, Mrs
Connelly, was home. As it turned out the station, 'Bonus Downs ' was quite a historic
home being the first established when the
region was opened up early this century.
After having quickly and gratefully devoured
an ice cream, and being part way through
cake and tea on the verandah, the pick up
vehicle arrived. As is usual practice, Duncan
apologised to Mrs Connelly for having to put
up with me.
Because of the circumstances and context, the hospitality which was shown by the
Connelly's was something that I will not
quickly forget. The reason being, that as I
was enjoying myself on my long weekend
with a drink and cake on the verandah, Mrs
Connelly's husband was out in the blistering
sun trying to pull emaciated and dying sheep
out of a stinking mud hole which was once a
waterhole. While landing I noticed a motorbike heading away from the house. I later
found out that this was Mrs Connelly's ten
year old son on the way to lend dad a hand.

The Mitchell aerodrome has
a reasonable standard bitumen
strip and provides a safe environment for towing operations. The town
which has all the necessary facilities is only a
couple of kilometres from the aerodrome,
and with great thermal producing countryside, Mitchell is certainly a worthwhile place
to fly and see some of Queensland's outback.
~

Affordable 2 Seat Flying

The Venturer $14,850
Look what you get!!! A fully legal 2
seat aircraft with heaps of performance and great handling on a 1.5
gph bum.

VNE
Cruise
Stall
Climb
Area
Aspect ratio
Load factor

100 mph
60 mph
28mph
500-800 ftlmn
162 sq ft
8
+60/-30

This is a most proven design with
over 800 units sold worldwide.
Phone 03 95875975 for more
info or to arrange a test flight.
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"A thousand willjlee at the threat of one;
at the threat offive you will all jlee away,
till you are left like a flagstaff on a mountaintop,
like a banner on a hill."

heavens. An excellent 2 WID access road to
the nearby State Forests picnic area provides
about a I hr. tum-around to the summit.

Isaiah 30:17

By Elgar Starkis
For 3 years now "Bega" Bill and I had
been scouring the hills and ridges of the
Bega Valley studying the aerial washing
machine that makes up the thermic theatre in
which we so desperately wanted to have
leading roles. We played before empty houses mostly on our own but with gust appearances from visiting flying thespians.
It was late spring 1995 and our dream to
establish a "big" public site was about to
become an awakening. We were on top of
our newly cleared site called "Wolumla
Peak", hastily unpacking our canopies, fingers fumbling nervously with the straps and

AGB
~&~~
Specialising in all
makes & models
of
hang glider sails

garters that made up our faithful flying
machines.
"You can go first," chirped Bill, "If you
make it to the landing paddock I'll take off as
well!" he chuckled as he set up his camera
for the mandatory history making photo.

"To gain the legal right to
use this site took over 12
months of jumping through
bureaucratic hoops ... "

Now, the views from the Top of the Peak
are both stunning and panoramic, with the
Ocean 20 km to the East, the Monaro
Tableland another 20 km to the west and the
rolling hills of the Bega Valley resplendent
to the North. It sits 750 m ASL and 600 m
from the top to the valley floor. The take off
is to the North with ridges that could take
NE to NW prevailing breezes. A cavernous
crescent shaped cliff soaks up both morning
and afternoon sun to pump hot air to the

To gain the legal right to use this site
took over 12 months of jumping through
bureaucratic hoops, the procedures of which
although boring are worth relating if other
pilots or clubs are considering opening government owned launches.
The first step in this game is to establish
the zoning and ownership of the intended
site. In NSW the State Forest Department
publishes a local map which differentiates
between State Forest, National Park, other
crown lands and private lands . By using this
and local I: 100,000 topo maps as a reference, the "status" of the land can be ascertained from either of the above departmcnts, the local councilor even local real
estate agents.
If your site happens to be National
Park or Nature Reserve or Flora Reserve
etc. good luck! Having had recent negotiations with officers from Parks has revealed
that any development in those areas i.e.
clearing trees is covered by draconian legislation, although a degree in zoology with
a masters in environmental law could be of
some help to you
In the case of Wolumla Peak I first
thought the site was Forestry owned although
it appeared to be bounded by a Flora
Reserve. The next step was to make an
appointment with the Regional Forester and
in our case also the Recreation Forester (a
position I hoped was created to assist recre-

"Winners are Grinners " Fred Gungl. Barney Barnes & Brian Webb. Top 3 placegelters in the
Vic Open - photo Elgar Slarkis

Call Andrew
018 046865
19 Tatura Ave
North Gosford NSW 2250
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argument?
Tourism.
Politically this is the hook
that polies like to hang their
hats on. Our thanks to Brian
Webb for some tourist based
statistical data which we
included in our "lobby package" to the politicians and
public servants.
Bega Bill drew up the site
plans based loosely on some
survey
documents
we
obtained and in due course
we gained council approval.
(Again after further face to
face lobbying.)

---- ----- •
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After discussions with Ian
Jarman, we learnt that regional associations had funds and
were also incorporated. In our
case our regional contact was
James Nathaniel and the
Southern
Hang
Gliding
Association. Our thanks also
to James for his support and
for providing the legal vehicle
which enabled us to drive our
submission past the chequered flag .
After several months the
file was now as thick as Bill's
left calf muscle and our last
obstacle was the HGFA pubBill Roberts approaching the landing paddock on his maidlic risk insurance upgrade to
en flight offWolumla Peak - photo Elgar Starkis
$IOm. Numerous follow up
phone conversations ensued
with a terrific bloke from the
NSW HGA, Steve Hocking,
ational pilots). As luck would have it the
who told me he didn't believe paragliders
District Forester was an "old" cricketing foe
worked even though he admitted having seen
and the mutual respect we had held for each
them in the air. Steve finally informed us that
other in flannels transcended to our flying
we had a green light to proceed with the
meeting. These guys were incredibly helpful
licence.
and were able to divulge their files for our
consumption. After this research and a couWith all the paper in place we summoned
ple of letters to and fro to formalise our disthe nucleus of our new flying club to the
cussions it turned out that our site was a 6
Peak . Myself and
"Bega Chain saw
hectare trig reserve controlled by another
Massac,re" Bill made up the paraglidirig conGovernment Department, CALM (formerly
tingent. Local hang glider pilots were led by
known as the Lands Department).
Anthony "Tree Eater" Alman, Graham
Correspondence with this Department
yielded the news that these were existing
licensees using the site for radio aerials and a
fire spotting tower and that in theory we
would be able to enter into a licensing agreement to use the site as a launching area subject to certain conditions.
These were as follows:
I.
2.
3.

We had to submit a plan/scale drawings
of the proposed launch area.
We had to obtain development
approva l from the local council.
We were then to apply for a licence
through an incorporated body and pay
a licensing fee.

While this was taking place I personally
lobbied both State and Federal members of
parliament and asked for and received letters
of support from each of them. Thei r mai n
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"Chopper Hancox", Bruce "Bulldozer"
Summerell. Anthony 's dad Clark "Snigger"
Alman dragged the logs and shared in the
"gordon blue" delig hts he had made for
smoko. Best excuse was from Ian "Can't
come" McCrindle whose wife claimed he
was working on an oil rig in the Indi an
Ocean at the time. Pretty feeble we thought,
some people will do anythi ng to get out of a
working bee!
Two weekends of flying sawdust and
trees crash landi ng amongst Mad Max 's motley chain gang, exposed the most beautiful
gap, "Just one more tree" said Bill with a
wicked glint in his eye as he proceeded to cut
down just one more tree at least 6 ti mes!
Two weeks later we were back. Back to
where thi s story began . Strapped in, heart
thumping, facing these beautiful 10 kph
cycles ebbing up the face.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Light-years ahead of other satellite navigation systems. The
best GPS we have seen for I
sport aviation flying. Small
(pocket size), lightweight, easy
to use, full moving map d/5 play, 250 way-points. tracks
up to 8 satellites, up to 20
hours use on a set of standard
alkaline batteries. Nitrogen gas
sealed, fully waterproof Perfect for flying machines with
ground speeds up to 100kts.

Full 2 year Australian
I guarantee (recommended) or

I

with USA guarantee only.

I
I
I

$$'5 OFF CALL!
Fax order!? OK . Credit Card
or Ca!?h On Delivery al!?o OK

Phone or

AN5EiT NEXT DAY· DELIVERY $16

All price!? quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT
FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182
NORTH BALWYN, VIC, 3104

(03) 9431-2131
24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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We were taking off above a very low
inversion. The valley floor and 200 m above
had a 30 kph easterly, yet here we were on
launch, no sea breeze with these pleasant
cycles coming through. The canopy rose
smoothly and raced forward evenly. No traps
here. No sink or violent gusts - must follow
the flight plan - fly along the left ridge
checking the air - test our chosen landing
paddock. Sadly I had to fly through 3 weak
thermals before reaching the end of the ridge.
Still had plenty of height before I dropped
through the inversion and hit the brick wall
that was the sea breeze. Meanwhile Bill had
also taken off and was experimenting with a
couple of weak thermals before he too
checked out the landing paddock.
Before we can open this site to the world
at large we need some appropriate weather to
thoroughly test this site. Although the potential is there for some reasonable cross country flights , there are some local conditions
we know that could definitely bring people
unstuck. As such, we welcome any advanced
pilots visiting our part of the world who are
keen to explore and further develop the
potential of Wolumla Peak.

Contact Phone Nos:
Elgar Starkis (064) 94i938 (A H)
Bill Roberts (064) 941525 (AH) ~

The Australian Nationals, Hay
~ a, ~ ~:t
We left the south coast, Narooma, a day
prior to the competition and arrived in hay
ten hours later where we had a prior booking
for an air conditioned van at Hay Plains
Caravan Park. From day one the welcome
mat was out, and it was "outback hospitality"
and friendliness, that has always been a part
of the outback way of life. I refer not only to
the business houses, who provided adequately for the needs of the many nationalities
involved, but also the townspeople and farming community who made themselves available to pick up the odd pilot who landed off
course and the farmer who helped me restart
an Indonesian driver who was experiencing
mechanical and language difficulties (he
couldn't speak a word of English). However,
he was finally mobile - language didn't matter - his smile said it all and 1 felt the young
farmer felt adeq'uately rewarded.
So many signs and acts confirmed what
soon became obvious - a warm and helpful
approach aligned with a good deal of civic
pride that said "Welcome" to our Town.
Our competition was a success, with a
dedicated committee working hard and dili-

'PtJUtt

~
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gently, to ensure the pilots and drivers from
many different countries had a clear understanding of the goal set each day, along with
expected wind conditions and relevant
weather info.
Congratulations to this dedicated group
led by "Mad Dog" Mike, our competition
director who was always on hand to assist
and advise with a unique "no nonsense"
approach. Special mention should also be
made of the two young female drivers Helen
and Kath, who controlled runways on either
side of me. Their expertise and dedication to
their towing and retrieving tasks was commendable. Problems that did occur had no
visible affect on their commitment to get
their pilots airborne and they were an inspiration to me, an old bloke, old enough to be
their "Grandpa".
At the time of writing I don 't know who
won this important event on the HGFA calendar, but I believe everyone who took part
was a winner and I felt privileged to be part
of it. I hope to be there again next year.
Clark Orman

~

**** ATTENTION ALL PILOTS ****
NEW HGFA merchandise, which
includes our Polo shirts and Rugby
tops.
HGFA MERCHANDISE
Polo Shirt (featuring HGFA logo) white, green
(sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
@
Rugby Top (featuring HGFA logo) navy & green
$40.00
(sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
@
Cap with HGFA colour logo red, blue or navy
$9.00
@
Leather Key Ring - metal with colour enamel logo
$6.95
@
Metal lapel badge with colour enamel logo
$4.95
Embroided Sew-On badge (No Post & Packing)
@
$2.95
@
HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video
$55.00
@
HGFA Competitions Manual
$10.00
@
HGFA Towing Manual
$10.00
Beginning Coaching (Aust. Sports Co.mmision)
@
$15.00
Better Coaching (Aust. Sports Commission)
@
$20.00
Topographic Maps (1:100,000 or 1 :250,000 etc.
@
$7.00
Provide details separately)
@
$10.00
HGFA Operations Manual'
@
$15.00
HGFA Ops Manual Binder'
@
$~.OO
HGFA Log Book'
. . ..
• Replacement Prices only - (These items are issued free With Initial
Full Membership)
@
$3.00
POST AND PACKING (BULK ORDERS SENT
C.O.D.)
@
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The Unreliable
Two Stroke Engine ...
Walter Kindt, AUF 480010

ReprintedJrom AU July 1995;
suggested by Jack Bono.

In Perris, California, two out of every
ultralights carry Subaru electric fuel pumps!

s

o much has been written during the
history of two stroke engines used in
Ultralights, what with fouled spark
plugs, clogged air filters, fuel starvation,
overheating, seized and scored cylinders,
etc. Let's analyze this a bit further.
All of the articles ( have read results in
one of the above, but no one has looked at
the real reason why it sometimes occurs.
How many times have you heard the
story... "( experienced a power loss, landed
safely, checked the plugs, found nothing
wrong, primed the engine with the squeeze
bulb, it sounded good, and took off again."?
Almost all two stroke fuel pumps are the
aspirator di aphragm type ... invariably coupled with the "Outboard" type squeeze bulb
to get things started. We just went by the
problem!! No, not the squeeze bulb.

Yes, the fuel pump' Since this requires a
short aspirator hose from the engine to even
operate, it is mounted on or very near the
engine. Where is the fuel tank? Under the
seat, on a wing tank. but nowhere near the
engine. The aspirator pump works on suction
cycles, generated by the pulse pressure
changes from the crankcase of the engine as
it rotates . The suction hose from tank to
pump, is filled with petrol by the primer bulb
till all air is expelled, and when all is well,
sucks fuel to the engine fuel pump by suction alone. This , in some applications, is a
vertical distance of two, three, or more feet!
The output of the engine pump on the carby
side can be anywhere from three to seven
PSI of pressure to activate the carby float.
But who knows what the suction is? One
minute speck of dirt , no matter how carefully refueling is done, (that's why they have
filters , you say?) ... this minute speck, even a
few microns, if lodged..under the pump's tiny
val ves ,
will
cause
a
cessation
of suction . It is my firm belief that all the po
ssible faults mentioned in the fir st paragraph are directly caused by a variation of fu
el quantity, causing stoppage, starvation, lea
n mixtures - a sure way to overheat and seize
an engine - mainly due to the marginal capa-
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bility of the pump coupled with the distance
from the supply to the pump.
The solution is so simple. [nstall an electric fuel pump in series with the motor fuel
pump, with the electric fuel pump below the
supply fuel level! With the pumps in series,
the properly operating aspirator pump will
suck the fuel through the electric pump even
with that pump turned off. Conversely, the
electric pump will flow fuel unhindered
through the check valves in both the squeeze
bulb and the aspirator pump. The check
valves are pushed open by pressure, not suction!
Can't
stand
the weight penalty? An automotive late model
fuel pump for
Subarus is essentially
a
cube,
m eas uring
approximately 35
mm,
with
a
weight penalty of
less than a pound!
Sure, you will
need 12 volts, but
what two stroke
used in ultralights
doesn ' t have a
lighting coil?
[n automotive
use, the electric
is
fue l
pump
turned on when
the ignition is
turned on, and
stays on,
and
stays on, runs
hundreds of thousands of kilometers during the life
of a car. How is
that for reliability ?
Or, you can
use the electric
pump as a back-

up. That is, tum it on for takeoffs and landings, and tum it off in flight. But why carry
the rubber bulb primer? Throw it away and
hook up an electric pump and leave it on.
When the electric fuel pump pressure reaches operating pressure, around 6 to 7 PSI, the
pump actually pulses freely and maintains
that pressure. Unless you are stupid enough
to run out of petrol! !
In my recent visit to the States, in Perns,
California, two out of three ultralights carry
Subaru elecrric pumps. (There are many
other makes also, but none as small and efficient as this one that ( ·know of).
The last thing you want in flight is
power loss, or complete failure! Think about
it.

Jack Bono mentions the "FACET" electricfuel pump, PIN 480615 which is smaller;
lighter; cheaper; and draws only one amp.
current.

Russel comments that he uses a
Facet Universal fuel pump (27-20594)'
which costs about $85.00. ~

BRIGHT HIKERS
In the High Country of North East Victoria

Our hostel is a five star (AAA Rated)
flyers paradise .
Twin rooms and small dorms. Large
lounge with fully equipped kitchen.
Clean bathrooms. Coin laundry. BBO
area and Garnes room.
Our Flyer specific services include ... __ __
Flying Manuals
Maps
Tee shirts
Avfax weather information
Flying videos
Heaps of magazines
Paraglider Flying suits and more .
"Sky out during the day then corne and
relax and exchange your flying yarns
with pilots from all over the globe"
The hostel is in the centre of the town
opposite the post office .
Prices from $14 pp pn (dorm) to $20 pp
pn single room. Breakfast available
from $3 . 50 .

Geoff or Maz White
Top Floor 4 Ireland Street. Bright Vic 3741
Ph 057 50 1244 Fax 057 50 1246
Mobile 0'8 052793 Email gwhite@www.netc net au
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Forbes Flatlands 1996
A Grade

Organisers for Paragliding
Competitions
The paragliding Committee is seeking
applications from organisers for next year's
competition calendar. Please contact Fred
GU!lgl, PO Box 3, Bright Vic 3741, ph 015
854455, fax 057 501153.

FAI Young Artists Contest 1996
The theme for the 1996 FAI Young
Artists Contest is 'AIRFIELD'.
All entries must be received at the FAI
office in Paris by 30 April 1996.
The three age categories are:
Category I: Age 6 to 9
Category II : Age 10 to 13
Category III : Age 14 to 17.
For further details please contact
Skysailor or Harvey Ritchie, Australian
Sport Aviation Confederation Inc, PO Box
144, Curtin ACT 2605, phone 06 2816830 or
fax 06 2852727.

Competition Results
1996 Bogong Cup
Open!AA Grade
I
2
3

Rohan Holtkamp
Tomas Suchanek
Chris Arai

A Grade
Brent Telford
2 Brad Chadwick
3 Glen Salmon
B Grade
Kraig Coomber
2 Gordon Bieske
3 Chris Charters
C Grade
2
3

Stephen Hoefs
Mark Robertson
Tim Hutcheson

Group 2
1 Tim Osborn
2 Nobn Sato
3 Paul Murdoch
4 Toni Noud
5 Pete Lehmann

Highest Placed Female
Views across the river gorge to the plains
dotted with dust devils. Chelan Butte, USA
photo Geoff Dossetor

Kari Castle

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
14
15
16

Kraig Coomber Aust
Jean Souviron F
Richard Walbec F
Drew Cooper
Aust
USA
Nelson Howe
Jean Palrnarini F
USA
Brad Koji
Geoff Tulloch
Aust
Rohan Holtkamp Aust
Eric Poulet
F
Steve Moyes
Aust
Steve Gilmour Aust
Grant Heaney
Aust
Dave Adams
Aust
Justin Beplate
Aust

Xtralite
FI
FI
Xtralite
Blade
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Blade
Fr. Elite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite
Xtralite

4464
3908
3860
3790
3790
3785
3729
3677
3639
3638
3634
3632
3597
3567
3492

B Grade
2
3

Kraig Coomber
Mike Jackson
John Strickland

...............................
Moyes Competition Results

La Rioja Argentina
I

Dave Adams

Xtralite 147

High Level International, Brazil
I
2

Tomas Suchanek
Pedro Gulmaraes

Xtralite 164
Xtralite 164

Australian Nationals Hay
I
2
3

Attila Bertok
Tomas Suchanek
Bob Baier

Xtralite 164
Xtralite 147
Xtralite 147

Safety Notice
Elite cross bar retaining strap
An Elite pilot reported the fai lure of the
short webbing strap that holds
the crossbar junction down
close to the keel. This caused
changes in handling and pitch
response as the keel floated
more than usual and the crossbar junction pushed upward
against the sail.
The failure of the webbing
was caused by excessive countersink drilling of the holes in
the tangs which hold the webbing. The outer edges had been
rounded but where the countersink holes met, another sharp
edge had been created which
had cut the webbing.
Other gliders inspected have
also shown wear at this point.
Owners of these gliders should
immediately replace this strap
with a new one with eyelets in
the tangs and backup rope.

Provided by Bill Degen,
New
Zealand, phone 03
3266411,jax 033266411.
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Wingtech Tow Release Advisory
Notice
If you have bought a Wingtech tow
release after 21 November 1995 please note
that the Quicklinks may be sub-standard and
require replacement BEFORE ANY FUR-

THER USE.
Our Quicklink supplier used a different
source for our last order and although visually similar, the product is far weaker than that
normally used. Under testing some have
failed at loads below those required to break
weaklinks. The quicklinks we normally use
suffer no distortion at loads of 300 kg. These
sub-standard Quicklinks can be identified by
a stamped "4mm" on the side opposite the
gate.

For
further
information
please
contact
Looping
Paragliding:
PhlFax
042
942818. Mob 018
251765.

Survival Kit
Survival Kits
tend to be big,
bulky and expensive.
Ultralight
Flying Machines
of melbourne has
just introduced a
new mini survival
kit to fix this
problem
the

new UFM survival kit is no
bigger than a
credit
card!

If the Quicklinks on your release have
this mark do not use them. Post them back to
us along with your details and we will send
replacements out ASAP.
I apologise
caused.

for

any

inconvenience

Alan Daniel , WINGTECH Pty Ltd. 19/30
Kalaroo Rd, Redhead N.S.W. 2290 Ph.lFax
(049 ) 499 222.

New Products
New from APCO
SENTRA - Setting Future Standard.
Canopy design: the SENTRA 28 is built
around 34 main ribs and 34 diagonal ribs
with 4 additional stabiliser ribs. bringing the
total number of ribs to 72 (the amount seen
in comp wings) . The large number of ribs
ensures precise definition of the surface
therefore enhancing performance. The total
number of lines is reduced by 30% improving the peed and glide.
I. Safety: Sentra was designed to meet and
exceed the tough criteria of the " Standard"
class requirements. All sizes pa sed the
Standard test.
2. Launch characteristics are comparable to
those of a schooling glider, with short running distance.
3. Handling: Coordinated, direct and immediate with progressive brake pressure.
4. Materials: As with all Apco gliders the
SE TRA has 3 years/250 hr fabric warranty.
Technical Data: Size 25, 28, 31. Area: 25m ,
28m. 3 1m. Span: 10.62m, 11.52m, 12.42m.
AIR: 4.42 , 4.69 , 4.96. Pilot weight (hook in):
60-75kg, 70-90kg, 85-11 Okg. V-min krnlh:
22. V-trim kmlh: 34. V-max Km/h : 44, 45 ,
45 . Min Sink rnIs: 1.1.
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Known as the
"Credit
Card
Companion" this
handy kit includes
a
razor
sharp
knife with a stainless steel blade, a
compass, a screwdri ver, can and
bottle opener and
more.
All
the
components
fit
into a flat credit
card size rugged Zytel case for convenience
and safety. It 's ideal in an emergency and a
great addition to your tool kit. Perfect for
your aircraft, car or wallet! The Credit Card
Companion is available from UFM on 03

94312131 and costs $29.00.
Inch" c.tJUmeter
ruJersw-.rno#d«1
on bItck of c._I

1996 USHGA Calendars
The cost for the latest USHGA calendar is US$18.45 including airmail delivery .
The money must be in US funds drawn on a
US bank, or orders may be faxed with a
Visa/Mastercard to (7 19) 6326417. USHGA
PO Box 1330, Colorado Springs CO 809011330, USA.

continual process of perfecting our competition.
Our 1996 International Competition
Rul es will bear a few Changes, which we
hope will prove beneficial to you, our pilots
and organisers. Those most effecting you are,
in summary:
Maximum number of participants and
Cut: The maximum is now more flexible
according to site and organisational conditions and can be between 100 and 150.
Organisers can now have 10 wildcards
instead of five, allowing greater accessibility
to overseas and new pilots who are cannot
access through the selection procedure.
These 10 are included in the maximum , with
the remaining chosen by comparing their 3
best results in a revised and improved version of the selection procedure (includes Precompetitions). At least 10% of participants
must be women. 100 pilots can then access
the cut, taken after two tasks, including the
top 15 of the latest overall ranking, the top 3
women of the latest overall ranking and the
remaining 82 selected from their best position from either round, providing at least
10% of pilots in the cut are women.
The agreed maximum numbers for 1996

News Release
The weekend of the 25 and 26 of
November was again that time of year to sit
down and review our current system in the

are:
Venezuela 130; Grindelwald 100 - no
cut; Feltre 150; Granada 150; Gr, si vaudan
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ICOM

Count on us!

o

INTRODUCING THE
FIRST HANDHELD CB
WITH BUILT-IN
SELCALL
Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.
At leom our leadership in CB is built on
innovation. And once again, ICOM is first
with the latest, the new IC-40GX.
The smallest handheld UHF CB and
the first with built-in SELCALL.
user programmable
memory.

Now when you want one-toone, uninterrupted
communication, there's
no need to go to the
extra expense of
retrofitting.
It can be a lIIe

The IC-40GX

Simple one touch scan
function: start, stop,
memorise

saver.

allows you to

Feature aner feature, ICOM puts you first.

send or receive
calls from a specific

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers

individual or group.

for single button speed calling. You also get ca ll -back

Each unit is factory-

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.

programmed with its own unique

There's up to a full SW of output power with a Hi/Lo

code and can monitor continuously, in

transmission switch to conserve power and a power save

quiet mode, until a selective call signal is received.

mode on receive. Plus a one touch Channel 5 emergency

You receive the calls that are specifically for you with no

channel, and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF CB
simple and as convenient to use as a handphone.

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and performance
of the new IC-4OGX for yourself at your nearest lcom dealer soon.

leorn Australia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Call: (008) 338 915 Ph: (03) 529 7582 Fax: (03) 529 8485
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terns of flight verification to be used under
certain conditions.
Cloud Flying: Zero score for task will be
awarded for cloud flying.
* PWC China: The Committee also voted
to hold the first PWC of the 1997 season in
Linzhou, China. Due to seasonal conditions,
thi s will be held in September/October 1996,
the PWC year running from September to
September.

120; Chamonix top 100 of ranking; Zillertal
130: China* 100
Registration: Top pilots are reminded that
even the top 15+3 must respect the registration date (30 days before event) and 50 Swiss
franc fines will be payable for late entries.
Number of Competition Days: 4-6 competition days in Alpine regions, first 4 valid
for PWC ranking. 5-6 competition days elsewhere, first 5 valid for PWC ranking.
Adhesive Numbers: Black Futura bold
condensed 560 mm high figures to be used
on all gliders, fixed in middle of glider near
front edge. Numbers will be available at
Feltre. Members receive one set free .
GPS: GPS based instruments are allowed
and there is a possibility for alternative sys-

N~"~" FAI"W~;id" R;~~;;iAii;;';pt;":
Paragiider
Pilot: Kat Thurston; Country: UK;
Paraglider: to be advised; Site: Kuruman
Airfield South Africa; Type of Record: Gain
of height; Category: Feminine;
Performance: 4345 m; Date: I January
1996; Previous world record: 2971 m Verena
Miihr 13.12.91
Pilot: Richard Westgate; Country: UK;
Paraglider: to be advised; Site: Kuruman
Airfield South Africa; Type of Record: Gain
of height; Category: Multiplace;
Performance: 4390 m; Date: I January
1996; Previous world record: 4150 m Urs
Haari 30.11.92
Pilot: Bojan Macic; Country: Slovenia;
Paraglider: to be advised; Site: Kuruman
Airfield South Africa; Type of Record:
Straight distance; Category: General;

Performance: 337 km; Date: 25 December
1995; Previous world record: 203 .9 km Alex
Louw 31.12.92
Pilot: Bojan Macic; Country: Slovenia;
Paraglider: to be advised; Site: Kuruman
Airfield South Africa; Type of Record:
Straight distance to a declared goal;
Category: General; Performance: 280 km;
Date: 25 December 1995; Previous world
record: 250.2 km Alex Louw 18.12.94
Pilot: Nal Kralj; Country: Slovenia;
Paraglider: to be advised; Site: Kuruman
Airfield South Africa; Type of Record:
Straight distance; Category: General;
Performance: 306 km; Date: 25 December
1995; Previous world record: 283.9 km Alex
Louw 31.12.92

....................
Keeping Current
Flight International is a weekly publication brings up-to-date information such as
pre-launch information on new aircraft, plus
technical specifications and cutaway drawings on aircraft of all types; reports from
arou nd the world; global news; technical
developments and a comprehensive classified advertising section.
You can subscribe to Flight International
Subscriptions, 9th Floor, Quadrant Hou,se,
The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS UK.
Credit card orders +44 1444 445566, faxed
orders +44 ( 181) 652 8986. ~

Get the
BEST
release available
WINGTECH releases come complete with:
. BRIDLES for aero and ground tow
QUICKLINKS for fut secure attatchment
TOW RINGS for smooth exits
CONES to save weak-links
INSTRUCTIONS with diagrams
All this in a slim pack STORAGE
BAG that fits neatly in any ~arness.
Your release will always be where you
need it - with your flying kit.

H.G. Combo
H.G. Aero tow
Paraglider

$80.00
$60.00
$60.00

Available from ...
Wingtech
Airborne
Dynamic Flight
Eagle HGS
South Coast HGS
ACT Paragliding
High Adventure

Sheep Skin Soaring Mitts
with map pockets . One size fits all

$40.00

Two Inch Mirror Ball
Be seen up high. Ideal for high altitude
pilots. Visible for many kilometres

$14.00

UHF Remote Camera Switch
No wires to spil photos. Quick setup

$65.00

1.5 M Fluoro Windsock
Range of colours

$25.00

5/8 High Efficiency Antenna
Collapsible to 114 wave
Ideal for distant landouts

$35.00

1.2 AH Gel Cell Battery Packs
For Icom 40. Fits onto radio base . Includes fully
automatic charger. Mains or car powered
$145.00
Packs for other radios custom made
from $85.00

Solar Powered Security Systems
Ideal for aircraft hangars in remote areas
Also available solar chargers for 12V lighting

from $250.00
from $150.00

(049) 499 222
(049) 499 199
(053) 492845
(057) 551724
(085) 563030
(06) 2823612
(065) 565265

WINGTECH
Sai lsf o rFli g ht
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takable feel of feathers, the same multilayered silkiness. But there was
more, something he couldn't yet pick, a most peculiar sensation.
"This material will make all other airfoil and sailcloth technology
totally irrelevant." The old man's words intruded.
"So how does it fly?" Russ forced himself to reply. eyes still
closed, hand still tinkering.
"It will soar like the condor."
"Will ?" Russ opened one eye.
"Well we haven't taken it up yet, have we? That has to be your
privilege. '
Russ opened the other eye and looked hard at the old man.

"Of course the technology is a secret. " said the old man as he
stood back. He and Russ were in a dis-used warehouse on the
outskirts of the droughty little town. The old man had just
uncovered his, or rather, Russ's new set of wings.
"But we're onto something here."
Russ was speechless. He had never seen anything ... no that's
wrong ... he'd never felt anything quite like this before. Not a hang
glider anyway. For that's what it was, much the same as any other
hang glider. The odd structural idiosyncrasies, of course, but nothing
else. It was the feel that was so exceptional.
Russ's hand was on the wing. He closed his eyes and let the feeling spill through his body. Yes! Feathers. The surface had the unmis-

"Oh , we've done all the aerodynamic tests, structural trials, you
know, all that wind tunnel stuff etc." he said. And then added, staring
hard into Russ' eyes, "Don't think I didn't want to take it up. Nearly
did a few times. But no. This one is yours, old son. It's got your name
written all over it."
"Look I'm not exactly... " Russ was going to add, "all that financial at present." (He was broke in fact.) But the old man spoke first.
"Hey," he said, holding one finger up and wagging it. "This is flying we're talking about, mate. Not money. Real live flying."
That was it!! Russ closed his eyes again. Yes. Live. That's what
this wing was. Alive. Russ could feel a warmth rising from the wing,
the warmth that only comes from life. And was that a slight tremble
under his hand? Russ opened his eyes at once and stared down.
"What is this stuff?" Russ heard himself gawk, instinctively
pulling his hand away.
"Like I said. It's a secret." The old man smiled.
In the pub later that night Russ saw the girl again.
Several times in fact, though only briefly each time. She
would appear and then almost immediately disappear
again. Cal and mouse ? Maybe, maybe no I. She had most
definitely noticed him; their eyes made contact. They
did. Was this the thumbs up? Prepare to Launch?

IN THE
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Russ stood at the bar with the others, one of the
boys. Laughing, drinking, backslaps, wisecracks. But the
better part of him wasn't there really. It was waiting for
the nod.

Yep. This is it.
The girl was standing at one of the doors, her eyes
staring straight at him. She moved to the door, paused,
and then pressed it slowly open, still holding his eyes.
Then she stepped into the night. Russ launched after her
without so much as a pre-flight check.
The night was unusually dark. Russ stood in
courtyard, his senses alive. Oh yes, she was near.
could smell her. His eyes adjusted to reveal her dark
ure standing beneath the rickety stairs that rose to
verandah . Russ moved closer.

the
He
figthe

He waited until he was right behind her before he
spoke. "No need to hide," he said softly, reaching out
and touching her shoulder.
The figure turned, and without pausing stepped
quickly into the pale strip of moonlight that crinkled
over the courtyard like old cellophane. For an instant
Russ saw a wizened face, that of a hag, he would have
said, or a witch. But the voice that followed, as the figure slipped thru the light and brushed roughly past him,
was male.
"P#@% off. ya P#$@%&#."
Russ remained still for some time. He stared at nothing, chewing his lip, his thoughts in a traffic jam. Above
him the old verandah creaked, as though someone was
moving lightly across its surface.

TO BE CONTINUEDu.
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State, Club and Region News
Queens/and

The more seasoned flyers all agreed that
this must be the result of the excellent
instruction given by dedicated flying instructors who are obviously following a well
trammg
procedure
developed
Congratulations to you all.
Day 2 produced a similar day with the
wind swinging more to the north.
Three tasks ware allotted.
Spot land in the blow (by popular
demand of spectators).

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding
Club

Rainbow Beach Competition
Christmas 1995
Wednesday 27 December 1995 and the
an nual Rainbow Beach Hang Gliding
Competition is on again.
Cars topped with hang gliders begin
arriving all hoping the great weather will
hold for the scheduled 3 days.
Familiar faces and many new ones arrive
for registration and briefing on the first day
and it is hard to believe th at a year has
passed, more difficult in my case to believe
that thi s is my seventh annual competition at
Rainbow.
The main aim of the competition is to
introduce novice pilots to the joys of competition in a relaxed environment where the
accent is on having fun and staying safe
under the guidance of more experienced
pilots.
Four categories were allotted.
Advanced

2

Intermediate (A) (for Intermediate
pilots with advanced gliders)

3

Intermediate (B)

4

Restricted

The first day produced a E wind of 12
to IS knots. Three tasks were allotted.
Take off and spot land in the blow
(this task is great for spectators)
2

Timed ridge race out and return.

Long distance run (pilots have
3
approximately 2 hours to gain as much
height as they can, leave at the most appropriate time and fly as_ far as possible on a
glide toward Fraser Island.
The day was very successful with all
pilots completing the tasks safely.

It became obvious very early, in the competition that all the novice pilots were flying
well and with skills not expected to be found
in pilots with such low hours.

February 1996

in a borrowed glider and blitzed the field by
a big margin.
Rob Keen who was not a competition
pilot pulled off a similar stunt. One of the
most enjoyable aspects of the competition
was the camaraderie and goodwill shared
between pilots and friends at our BBQ nights
where on the final night the most magnificent
trophies were awarded to the following
pilots.

Advanced

2

Timed ridge race out and return

1st

Matt Savage

3

Free fly and spot land on beach.

2nd

Murray Charters

3rd

Tony Giammichele (Equal but separated on back count)

Day 3 a south-east change had come
through during the night and all available
four wheel drive vehicles were loaded to the
gunwales for the beautiful beech drive to
Teewah approximately 50 klms from
Rainbow Beach.
To complicate matters, our ramp launch
had recently been dismantled by order of
National Parks in preparation for our new
safer and approved ramp which we hope will
be built in the near future . Having no take off
ramp all pilots had
to be towed up into
the air, which was
accomplished safely, with all pilots
getting airborne.

Intermediate 'A'
I st

Ian Edmunds

2nd

Carlo Lane

3rd

Duncan Whyte

Intermediate 'B'
I st

Geoff Borthwick

The set task
after launch was to
fly as far north as
possible. It was a
very light day with
winds predicted to
get up to IS knots .
Those
that
decided to go for it
in the light winds
made the right decision as the ones
myself
including
who stayed on the
high ridges waiting
for the wind to pick
up
bombed out
when
the
wind
dropped to next to
nothing.
Those
who
thought they had
done well had the
smug look wiped
off their face when
70 year old Noel
Bansemer flew over
the top of them all

The Sydney Microllght Centre is Sydney's closest
approved micro light training facility, located at
Wollongong Airport, south of Sydney on the F6.

Learn to fly at our fully eAA licensed airport and avoid
hours spent travelling to distant country airstrips.

THE SYDNEY MICROLIGHT CENTRE
Trial instruction flights and flight training
available seven days a week (weather pennlttlng).
PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)
Telephone:

(042) 941 031 (office) 018603 009 (airfield)
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State, Club and Region News conl'i nued.,u
2nd

Gunter Lipowitz

3rd

Pat Roberts

Restricted
I st

Dave Lindsay

2nd

Nathaniel Lindsay (Father and son
equal but separated on back count)

3rd

John Elliott

autopsy performed at the Kilkivan Hotel concluded that flying hang gliders and drinking
beer is bloody good fun.
It was good to see one of the Sunshine
Coast Club members chasing our guys to
Kilkivan on Sunday. I can see some healthy
rivalry developing in the future.

Gold Coast Dave - most helpful good guy
shield (donated by AU Carter)

And finally a word of advice to club
members - be extremely nice to your driver,
as sometimes you need to rely on them and
they may be hung-over and don't wish to
drive 150 km to do pickups.

Alf Carter - launch marshall - club T-shirt

Annie, Secretary

Special Awards

Luke Edmunds - Encouragement award - trophy

New South Wales

Peter Woods - Encouragement award $50.00 voucher donated by Gazebo Gardens
Restaurant

in the Pacific and f#@t in their general direction) recently with each achieving some personal bests amidst wopping thermals and
often difficult conditions including snoring,
smellys and red dust!
A contingency is heading out to Forbes Blinkie Bonnie - for a bit of towing before
the Flatlands at Hay this month and everyone
is looking forward to the Canberra
Paragliding Festival in March. Remember to
register for the event before the end of
January.
That's about it for our news , the wind
here at Micalago has been classic January
hot, high winds - which is why I' m on the
computer - but those lovely late afternoon
flights are usually on. So. give Michael ,
James or Lisa a call if you ' re passing by.

Dave Craig - most travelled pilot (from ND club T shirt
Peter and Ryan - Award for carting gliders
into blow - Club and Moyes T shirt
The Sunshine Coast HGC President Mal
Price extends his thanks and appreciation to
the following helpers.
Cathy Edmunds Club Secretary and
Treasurer, for organising nearly everything
and working flat out for the full 3 days.
David Cookman who year after year works
his guts out and never gets a fly himself.
Alf Carter, launch marshall, year after year.
Noel Banserner for doing everything no one
else wanted to do.
See you all again next year.
Safe flying
Murray Charters

Conondale Cross Country
Fliers Club Inc
Contrary to the list of club's published in
last month's Skysailor, we do exist and now
have 20 very active members. The incorporation of the club will be finalised this week.
Among our new members we are pleased to
see John Blain (Blaino) back in the air again.
Also Mick Ashton has joined the club and I
am sure will pass on some of his decades of
experience.
The past couple of months has seen good
flying by all members. We have re-christened
the Flaxton site with Roley, Peter Roberts,
Graeme, Murray Williamson, Peter Werner
and Speedy all having good flights. Last
Saturday Bruce, Blaino and Speedy headed
out to Kilkivan from Widgee. Blaino demonstrated he ' has lost none of his daring and
love of Botany. Speedy won the day. On the
Sunday Tim, Graeme, Blaino, Speedy and
Bruce all flew to Tansey from Widgee. Bruce
and Blaino won the day and a very convivial
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Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding
Club
The club that was, then wasn't then went
quiet, IS in action again! The general meeting held at Micalago Station on 10th
December brought together many of the
friendly faces who fly here, Thredbo and any
site in between! Elections of new office bearers were carried out and are as follows: Pres :
Roger Lil ford , Vice Pres: Barry Wren ford,
Sec: Lisa Ryrie, Treas: Christine Reid, SSO:
Heinz Gloor. Contact numbers are listed in
the front of Skysailor. Thanks go to Ann
McRitchie, Alan Lehepuu, Peter McLean as
outgoing poobahs. Thanks go also to Heinz
Gloor who has overseen the flying, sites and
instruction.
Membership of the club is still small but
it's sound financially with a healthy bank
balance. Plans for the future include organised activities both at Michelago and
Thredbo, and everyone agreed we should
look towards club weekends at sites further
afield. We also extend an invitation to other
clubs or their members to visit and fly in our
area. The sites at Micalago Station are private and therefore not officially classified,
discretion as to their rating on the day is in
the hands of the S.O.s - these are Michael
Spratt, James Ryrie, Lisa Ryrie, Peter
McLean and Stewart Dennis. The same deal
at Thredbo and Heinz is the man to call.
Indemnities apply at both sites.
Roger, Michael, T.D, Gavin, Stewart,
Peter and Peter travelled to New Caledonia
(to wave their wings against Nuclear French

ACT Hang Gliding
Association
Canberra pilots have been enjoying some
excellent flying conditions. The week
between Christmas and New Year saw a
number of pilots taking to the sky right from
Christmas morning.
Hang glider pilots had a great comp at
Boorowa, demonstrating their prowess both
in the sky and at the pub later where
Canberra pilots took first and second in the
horizontal Pub Bungee! Canberra was well
represented at the Hay Australian Nationals
and at Forbes Flatlands in hang gliding, and a
team is being organised for Paragliding
Flatlands.
Paraglider pilots participating in the thermailing and cross country clinic in Hay are
organising and packing for the big event.
Those of the group who have never flown at
Hay are being told lots of tall stories (well,
we hope some of them are tall stories!) and
readying large eskies.
Organisation of the March Paragliding
Flyin is well under way and we hope to see
many visiting pilots at the event. The sky
gods are usually very king to Canberra right
through March and beyond, so we are keeping our fingers crossed for good weather.
Several visiiing pilots, hang glider and
paraglider, Australian and international,

SKYSAILOR

spent time enjoying Canberra sites over the
Christmas/January peri od.

Corryong! Well
Yoooooouuu?

Catherine Thorpe, Secretary

We've seen a lot of international flye rs
this season, and a visiting German Paraglider
pilot flew from Mystic to Harrietville, over
the Kiewa Valley and all the way to
Wodonga! This was well done in a "Swing
Minoa".

Victoria

done Fred, "We

Love

The Bogong Cup was a success again
this year, fi rst place going to Rowan
Holtkamp with 4464 points, Tomas Suchanek
coming in at second on 4445 points and
Chris Arai, third with 4443 points. Well done
to the winning pilots. Strange, over-developing weather still let everyone have great
flights, and it was enjoyed by all. On behalf
of everyone who participated, I would like to
thank the organisers and officials who put in
a lot of hard work this year. Without you
guys, there wouldn't be a competition.

North Eastern Hang Gliding
Club
Hi Sky Bums,
As you can probably read, this isn't
Dermot. Unfortunately he has been very busy
lately, one of his projects being his successful
little fly-in that attracted approximately
twenty pilots. This was enjoyed by all. Being
so busy, he has handed me the responsibility
of keeping you all informed of the local
news.

At the last club meeting Barney Barnes
was the guest speaker who came to chat
about Airwaves production of Paragliders in
the UK. Enthusiasm and much knowledge
was spilt out and the night was attended by
approximately 35 pilots.

This month has been some interesting
flying, experienced by most pilots. Great
weather has seen some remarkable XCo untry fly ing, some for the first time (!!)
and some by the gu ns. O ne being done by
Fred Gungl , from Mystic to just short of

The leasing of Mystic is still continuing
and is in the hands of the " Legal Eagles", but
we are confident that it will be open for next
season.
Just a wo rd of advice. Keep all of your
gear, Hang gliders, Para gliders, and harness'

Don't Forget!!
Pre-flight and
Hang Check
Everytime
under close eyes; it is so simple to trust
everyone. If you have the facilities, lock
everything up!
The Powered Hang gliding scene is still a
busy one, with Steve and Greg still here, and
the 'newer' fav's coming and having a buzz,
Virginia, Jackie and Curtis (I'm catching up
Curtis!) and the usual gang having a blast.
Well there is still a few months of decent
flying left, it's still hotting up, so go out there
and fly it!! Boy, that Mt Buffalo Gorge is
something else isn't it?
It feels good to be intermediate at last. If
you hear any goss, feel free to give me a
buzz; yo u know where to fi nd me.
Safe flying .. .
Sarah Ruffels ~

fly Cairns
I
You

W i\lbe:-

Hang Gliding, Sailing, Reef Diving,
Rain Forest Walks

Price inrJudcs:-

Airfare, l;>ed'n breaky, lunch, transport'n
pickUps & most excursions

ca\ Ito daY: -

Tony Armstrong

(042) 942 999

Novice and Intermediate Pilos welcome
phone/fax: (042) 942584
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STOLEN
From Beach Drive Woonona: Danny Scott
Racer harness grey & blue with left hand side
mount chute also purple Brauniger vario with
repair to mounting bracket all in a blue & grey bag
with orange zipper ph Jason 065 594331
Stolen from Croydon Melbourne 8112195 Icom
ICA20 MKII UHF airband transceiver & a
Trimble ENSIGHN GPS reward offered ph Chris
037230339

WANTED
1 Arrow II wing or similar to suit Airborne Arrow
ph Bill on 015 446927
2nd hand XACT harness or similar ex cond suit
5'8" pilot ph Angus 018 996087, 038366019

LOST
Flytec plug-in wind meter at Stanwell Park ph
Julie 02 4174700 w, 0299796945 h
Wingtip of Combat at Stanwell Park if found
please contact Ivan 02 3692967 also interested in
spare parts for Combat 152
VARIO, Mt Broughten area Aircotec Picollo in
purple bag escaped from my custody on Sunday
12th November at the landing paddock of Mt
Broughten (Thistle Hill). He is described as
unarmed, with an aversion to altitude & large
cows. Reward offered for any information leading
to the arrest of Picollo. Ph Walter BH 03
94196022 or 018 558501 AH 03 94151599

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In future all paragliders offered for sale must state
their certification standard, other-

wise they will be labelled with 'NO
CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS).
Queensland

Edel with accessories for ex1ernal or intemal
mounting 2 yrs old perf cond $300 or best offer
042948110
Apco Reserve $500 ph Jeanette 057 544910

Edel Super Space 28 sqm lilac 60 hrs ex cond
trimmers proven XC performance ACPUL 12A
$2200 + Pro Design Challenger Classic 23 26
sqm red 10 hrs crisp great first canopy including
basic harness $2000 SHV/DHV ph 07 55437237

Paratech P40 23 sqm clw Paratech harness & 16
gore reserve ACPULS all 'A's, gd beginner/in!
wing, all up weight 55-80 kg, 20 hrs airtime, $2500
(manual incl) ph David 92050563 BH 98509971
AH

Paratech P50 27 sqm SHV AFNOR 12 A hook-in
weight 80-104 kg high perfor/inter new cond 5 hrs
only must sell $3200 ph Jean-Luc 074 745479
mob 018 754157

Compact 35 Pro Design in ex cond only 33 hrs
airtime great perform yet v safe, a superb thermailing glider, suit novice to intermediate pilot.
Total load 90-115 kg glider weight 7.3 kg max
speed 42 km only $3100 ask for Walter BH 03
94196022 or 018558501 AH 03 94151599 AH

Pro Design Compact 33 75-95 kg 60 hrs airtime,
ex cond no repairs suit novlint pilot green with
purple tip SHV/DHV $2450 ph John 07 33002049
Paraglider Galaxy Calida 29 27 sqm aspect ratio
4.5 gliding ratio 1:7.2 incl v gd harness with back
protection & reserve chute $2400 superb interm,
ex stability in turbulence, firm test according to
AFNOR S 52308, suit pilot 75-95 kg less 20 hrs
airtime top cond oI am upgrading. ph 07 55914070

New South Wales
Nova Phocus 29 sqm (12A1DHV2) all up 90-115
kg "My mistress has cared for and nurtured me
through one thermic summer. Unflappable in difficult conditions, loving and kind , she's looking for
a new soul mate." Only suitable suitors with
$2900 need apply ph Elgar 064 941938 ah
Pacific Wings Lynx 26 80-95 kgs demo wing
with only 4.5 hrs has new wing warranty purple
top white US green LE ex glide very fast $2800 ph
Steve 060 271739
Nova Phocus 29 sq m white pink 12 As DHV2
90-115 kg all up weight 50 hrs airtime solid thermailing canopy great fun to fly $2900 ono ph Bega
Bill 064 941525 24 hrs

SA
Edel Stardust 24 (exactly the same as Space 24)
ACPUL 12A all up weight 75-95 kg 90 hrs v well
cared for ex cond turquoise great novlint glider for
$1500 ph Jon 057 552147

WA
Harley Sirocco Medium 70-92 kg paraglider
made in the UK 2 yo & only 2 hrs flying time. 4 risers, speed system, 12 A's ACPULS price $2400
also harness, pack protector, boots & helmet
to be sold ph David 09 5284098

NT
Airwave Black Magic 24 sqm gc suit 55-85 kg
pilot gd nov canopy incl harness $1500 ph Dave
Richards 089 620328 w, 089 622586 h

HANG GLIDERS

Apollo 35 tandem as new fluoro pink suit 110 kg
or greater $3500 DHV2 certification ph 02
4502674, mob 018 273552

Please note: All powered hang
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be
accepted for publication.

Victoria

New South Wales

Pro Design Challenger Classic 29 sqm ACPUL
all 'A', pilot 85-110 kg 60 hrs airtime $1500 also
APCO Secura harness as new $500 also
Fly tech 3005 vario as new $400 also
Uvex full face helmet med. $250 ph Steven 09
97899063 after 7pm

Desire 151 (int) a great looking glider still very
criSp & only 40 hrs airtime It pink & mint green has
Enterprise logo on top ph Peter 042 942550

High Energy 20 gore pulled down apex chute
as new never deployed just repacked by
Paradynamics $450 ph Gary 03 95609820 h, 018
582500 w
Alles de K Spydair 29 sqm nov-int a gd friend of
45 hrs dependable & fun . Clean, green & pristine
- lime green top, white bottom, coloured cell walls.
l1A's & lB, 85-105 kg all up weight. No sea
water, no trees, no damage. $2500 with Air
Support harness. Contact Greg Watt ph 015
958220, phlfax 02 99691364
Near new Super Space 2 med turquoise some
dirt in seams Edel harness, full face helmet
$3500 certified DHV 2 & AFNOR standard also
Space 24 lilac 8 hrs $1900 certified DHV 2 &
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ACPUL 12 'A's ph An 019 460387

Trike 2 seat HGFA registered T2-2537 82 genuine hrs total time ex cond full instruments complete maint. log, flight log & spares Ivo prop, carby
heat & fitted ballistic emerg. chute. Reliable &
safe. Looks & flies great. 55 knt+ cruise , only one
owner from new. Includes custom trailer with full
cover, suit new buyer $11 ,000. VHF Icom Mkll
radio , plus 2 helmets with intercom $1 ,000
Sydney ah 02 99722853, bh 02 99050888, mob
0412172159
Mars 170 nov vgc hardly used $800 genuine sale
ph Dave Jenkins 5858240
Sting 166 (novlint) Sky blue & white rubber faired
uprights speed bar gd cond $1800 ph Gilbert late
at night 02 3604645 or Tony Armstrong 042
942584
1 x cross country Sting 154 (int) has only one
test flight logged first to see will buy price just

SKYSAILOR

$3500 new price $4080.00 rated novice intermediate,1 x Aero 145 (nov) in perf cond only 10 hrs
flight time logged, ideal for novice that weighs
between 60-70 kilos at give away price of only
$2400.00 ono, 1 x Aero 170 (nov) in gd cond
owner left the country a steal at only $1500.00
ono contact Lee on 065 565265

Xtralite 137 exp int clear scrim LE royal blue US
& white mylar sail new cond only 14 hrs logged
also Mission 170 nov flies well maintenance log
profile $900 ph Neil 066 858768,018441742

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) ex cond only 24 hrs of
flight bright colours $1200, Moyes Pod harness
(med) with High Energy parachute $400 ph Paul
at home on 02 6654228 or work on 02 4393400

Mars 170 nov new wires hang harness suit 6'2"
$400 also GTR $500 ph Carlo 015 954933 all hrs

Edge 582 T2-2567 registered 2.11.96 B type
gearbox full instruments only 76 hrs full covers,
communications & trailer $13,000 for more information please ring Malcolm 066 466106
Comunica helmet intet'com package includes
helmets with visors , headsets, interface, push to
talk button, large 7.5 AH battery, charger, Icom
A20 Mkll airband radio, padded box for transporting. Will also include one pair freezer room overalls (flying suit) new all in as new condition
$1250.00 ph BH 02 3610200 ask for Warwick ah
026714705
Airborne Blade 132 (int) white lilac US 30 hrs as
new no comps $3990, Blitz 137 exp int pink mint
US vgc $1950 ring Max 049 505434 evenings
Probe I 165 81/82 model $500 ono ph 068
863526
Gyro II 180 immac 40 'hrs rainbow top surface
blue mylar LE reinforced TE to sail - wing tip protectors. Very attractive glider $950 ono ph Geoff
043285092
Xtralite 147 (exp int) (1095XTL147715) fluoro
yellow/blue,
Xtralite
147
(exp
int)
(1095XTL 147714) whitellt purple, Xtralite 147
(exp int) (1 095XTL 147713) white/greyllt purple 02
3875622
Trike Airborne Edge T2-2636 582 C-type 252
hrs Executive wing in-flight trim , castoring front
wheel. windscreen, Aerial Pursuits intercom, 2
helmets, leom A20 Mkll radio, press to talk,
remote aerial full set of covers & trailer all in as
new cond $16800 ph 066425063

$1800 ono Geoff 042 941898

Moyes Pod harness almost new suit short pilot
or female 3 hrs of use $200 ph 02 3692967

AirBorne Edge trike T2-2565 only 31 hrs C-type
gearbox covers standard instrumentation with
custom trailer wing rack & tool box $16500 ono ph
Peter 043 621015
GTR 151 World beater int black LE pink US
speed bar faired uprights ultraweave sail cloth
kevlar TE less than 20 hrs airtime as new cond v
tight sail no flutters new side wires, spare uprights
$900 ono ph 02 8872090. 015 904400
Blade Race 132 exp int custom US design 10 hrs
new suit new glider buyer pilot range 50-85 kg
must sell $3300 ono ph Paul 043 341919
GTR 162 int red white & blue sail $200 + Moyes
pod harness $300 ph Steven 018 672372
XT 165 int gd cond speed bar batten profile no
holes no tears no flutters gd 1st glider fluoro yellow & dkblue $2000 ph Jason 065 565326
Edge 582 Executive trike T2-2621 electric start
short wheel base, only 40 hrs old in new cond
black in colour full instruments, digital compass,
leom A20 radio , Comunica intercom & helmets,
backrest, windscreens, 2 flying suits, full Airborne
covers, trailer with wing rack, everything in brand
new cond $17,500 no offers priced for quick sale
ph 6234526 or 019 124582
Moyes XT 165 Pro int $1700 + Air Support harness $300 + Performance Design Parachute
$350 + Icom IC40G UHF radio VOX helmet &
headset $500 + wheels (base bar) $50 +
Aircotec Air computer vario $500 + Towing bridle & aero tow release $50 + Flying suit $80 +
all in ex cond the lot $3400 will consider separating ph Mark 063 791310

Tandem glider Moyes x 2 blue US scrim LE
great cond built Dec '95 $3900 Max Air Sports ph
018696523

Sting 166 int all white low hrs flys well $1500 ono
ph Haidi 065 668529

Mitchell Wing B10 needs TLC cheap ph Denis
066856287

CG1000 harness for pilot approx 70 kg height
175 cm 50 hrs flying time has hook knife , radio
pocket & built-in J-pole antenna for 2 metre radio
$200 ph Geoff 02 5195925

XT 145 nov fluoro pink orange & yellow ex cond
80 hrs $2000 ph Mark 042942631
Pegasus XLR trike 462 high power 150 hrs full
covers & book, always hangared ex cond reg. no.
T2 -2585 $14,500 ph 04 11174629
Pod harness for sale 2 hrs use suit female or
short pilot, Tracer harness low hrs black & blue
$500 suit 178 cm or less ph 02 3692957, m 019
660716
Aero 145 novas new cond only flown 3 times &
brand new pod harness suit 5'4" $2800 ph 043
323425
Foil 139 Combat (int) dk blue & fluoro pink US
white TS used only 30 hrs almost as good as new
best upgrade option for current Aero, Mission &
Sting owners sell for $2300 also UHF radio &
high-gain antenna $300 also Oz skin great for
winter flying $100 ph Masa 02 9313468 BH ,
'
5672944 AH
Mars 170 nov ex cond incl faired uprights new
bottom wires $800 Sydney ph Darren 018 612560
Going Cheap: 2 x Foil 160B's going cheap to
make room $200 ea or both for $300 + Ball 651
vario $250 ph 02 4502674, mob 018 273552
Desire 141 int urgent sale as new cond 14 hrs airtime kevlar LE red/purple US white MS bargain

February 1996

Litek vario an early 'very large' bread box model
battle scars $10 ph Geoff 02 5195925
Sting 166 nov/int sky blue & fluoro yellow will
throw in old Ball vario & spare upright just had 100
hr check by Airborne $1800 ono ph David 02
8718931 ah, 02
3641128 bh
Aero 170 nov fluoro green pink &
white new lower
side wires & hang
loops has had
strip down check
by dealer with
manual & batten
profiles well used
but no flutters
$1000 ono ph
Scott 049 514581
Blitz 155 exp int
flown 2 seasons
only low hrs it
flies like a dream
& I need the cash
A steal at $2,000
ono. Also LR
vario very sensi-

tive & fast $700 ph Xavier 02 99061232 or 02
99067494 ah
Aero 165 novlint vgc white with fluoro green US &
grey LE cocoon harness incl urgent sale $1650 ph
Michael 02 5831754
Trike 95.32 Airborne Edge 582 LC Reg T2-2724
150 hrs IVO prop covers trailer intercom VHF
radio helmets compass ASI tacho CHT alt hour
meter many other extras new modified mast new
base bar yellow black white wing new wing bag ex
cond $15,500 ph 066 432288 ah
Enterprise Wings Aero 145 Aug '93 nov round
uprights 35 hrs airtime white LE fluoro green &
pink on sail ex cond $3000 ono also Enterprise
Wings Gyro 160 Dec '93 nov v low airtime $2200
ono also Moyes X2 tandem exp int 1994 low airtime $4200 ono also Moyes XL 1994 int small v
low airtime $2300 ono Moyes XT 165 1994 int
max of 30 hrs airtime $2530 ono call Heather
Cook 02 5024644 w, 02 3316990 h or fax 02
5024844 will consider any offers
Airborne Edge pink & black T2-744 ex cond
always hangared full instrumentation & trailer with
1st 10 hrs of tuition $18,000 ph Jason 015 945751
Blade Race 141 exp int white TS blue US ex
cond 10 hrs urgent sale performance & handling
save heaps on new price $3000 042 942212 ah
Sting 118 int great glider for the smaller pilot lady
owner $2000 042942212
Desire 151 int 33 hrs airtime purple LE It blue &
pink US like new $2800 ph John 02 6659186 or
015 104812
Blitz 155 adv gd cond $1000 purple LE & TE yellow & blue US ph Michael 02 4166102
Moyes Mission 170 nov/int vgc manual & batten
profile $1100 ph Alan 02 8995351 w 047 354513
GTR 162 int flies great owners manual batten profile $250 ono ph Alan 028995351 w 047 354513
Xtralite 147 exp int 18 mths old great cond $3900
also Reserve chute 2 yrs old pulled down apex
with bridle & deployment bag $300 ph 042 948110

South Australia
Sting 166 (novlint) It & easy to set up with extras
Must sell $1700 ph Peter 08 2557210 h, 08
3712877 bh
XT 165 (int) ex cond fluoro orange LE It blue/dk
blue US with Moyes wheels $1900 ph Geoff 08
3057138
Trike Airborne Executive Edge 95.32 reg T22648 current model suit new buyer 582 quiet kit
electric start E-type gear box full instruments inflight trim adjuster $16500 neg ph Lyndon 08

UVEX
The helmet camp pilots wear.
The world's lightest full face
helmet, designed for your
comfort and safety.

It's the best money can buy.
Available in XS/SIMIL/XL/XXL

Phone 075 463021
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3239146 or 018 800738

Queensland
Trike Airborne Executive Edge 582 T2-2760 as
new 90 hrs TT electric start, full instruments black
pod, white-red-black wir:1gs for sale $18,400 ph
070987776
Second Chantz A.I.R. rocket deployment system. For harness with chest mounted parachute
area. Chute can be hand or rocket deployed.
Perfect cond never fired $600 ph 07 32089745
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) vgc $1200, Moyes
Tracer II harness 5'11 " ex cond $400, High
Energy chute $400, Sjostrom vario $400, Icom
40G with headset $400 ph Nick (070) 313122 bh
or 070 532210 ah
Tandem glider Moyes x 2 blue US scrim LE
great cond built Dec '95 $3900 Max Air Sports ph
018696523
XSR150 intladv 11/90 model faired uprights
speed bar VB excellent 2nd glider can send photo
$1150 Cairns will freight ph Warwick 070 519392
Xtralite 147 exp int clear scrim LE mylar TS dk
bluelfluoro green US $3900 ph 07 55784322 BH,
07 55755204 AH
AirBorne Blade Race 132 exp int 3 mths old 20
hrs only white LE & TS mauve & white US bargain
@ $3800 ono ph Helen 07 55963701
XS 155 exp int 2192 gd cond king post hang blue
LE fluoro orange US white power rib TE $1200
ono ph Wes 07 32698485
Skylink Hornet T2-2514 532 electric start 210
hrs full instrumentation superb fast cruise
machine in ec trailer incl $13,000 ono ph 07
32038481
Edge 582 T2-2668 2 yo 350 hrs, never crasned ,
$13,000 incl Comunica headset ph Chris 070
985616 ah Port Douglas
Blade 153 exp int ex cond 1 yr old lilac & white
kevlar LE & TE $3000 ph Geoff 07 55435631 or
019415442
Trike Buzzard Arrow 2 Tl-2030 Rotax 532 220
hrs 47 Itr custom stainless tank side skirts with
pockets Ivo prop wheel spats hour meter altimeter
ASI cylinder head temp Galvo trailer vgc $8900
ph 074 827319
High Energy Chute $390, Danny Scott harness
5'10"-6' med build $580, Sjostrom vario early
model $300, Icom 40G radio spare battery
speaker mike headset mounted in Ige Moyes full
face helmet $450 will sell helmet separate $50 all
ex cond 018 021850
Trike Airborne Edge T2-2559 Ivo prop full instrumentation 582 Rotax with centre console & compass gc $9,750 ph Dale 07 33416268
Moyes 170 Mega 3 int red & white cocoon harness, helmet, vario, reserve chute never used,
gear shoulder bag $900 ph 074 827319
Bullet Recovery Chute to suit trike or ultralight
$600 ph 074 827319
Flytec Vario 3005 looks brand new only used
about 10 times inc! HG bracket $500 ph Scott 07
32737065
Combat II 152 int quick set up fittings, has Desire
LE anti-deflexors tip fairings, batten pattem , custom hang straps must sell $1400 ph Pat 079
793414
Buzzard/Arrow II T1-2037 Rotax 532 with approx
160 hrs 3 blade IVO prop pod soft sides & wheel
spats hour meter altimeter ASI cylinder head
temp felk trailer with wing carrier all for $7900 ph
Nev Hoger 079597105 AH or 079576483 BH
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Reserve parachute PA in gd cond $250 ph 07
38481409

met ideal 1st glider $1100 ph Bill or Russell on 03
97252313

Foil Combat 11152 int gd cond white TS lilac US
& LE incl LE sleeves snap-on wheels manual &
profiles $1850 also Moyes Tracer harness with
bag & carabiner blue & red suit pilot shoulder
height 149 cm almost new $675 also
Sjostrom model VA-1 vario/alt $400 also
Electrophone TX 475 S radio & charger $300
also parachute with pulled apex never deployed
only repacked gd cond $300 also Moyes helmet
full face large unused as new $130 ph Peter 074
429315

180 Clubman novlint 4th generation CFX hang
glider mylar LE speed bar wheels brand new "Pod
Lite" harness (never used) great cond suit 13
stone plus pilot $1250 ono Newport ph 03
3992285, 019143514

Victoria
Mission 170 nov red LE white TE small blue triangle faired king post speed bar ex cond low hrs
$1600 ph Karen 052 831345
XT 165 int ex cond fluoro colours speed bar only
20 hrs airtime $2300, Moyes pod harness with
reserve chute ex cond $500, Flytec vario 3005
with bracket & velcro straps $450 ph Peter 03
93692524 ah
Xtralite 147 (exp int) 18 mths old low hrs & low
transport time , gd cond $3500, Icom IC40G
radios new only 3 left at $550 ea. Modifications
& repairs to ICOM ph Gilbert in Bright on 057
501158 bh, 057 551124 ah, email Gilbert@magnet.com.au

XL 145 (nov) Unmarked new condition. Great first
glider for smaller people 45-65 kg. Light (20 kg) &
extremely easy to fly. Has better performance
than the top paragliders which are conSistently flying 50-100 km cross countries. Ongoing coaching
from Dermot with 20 years experience comes with
this glider. Blue LE lilac & white US $1600 ono ph
Jeanette 057 544910
Leaving the sport sale: More children on the
way & scant time for lIying. Everything must be
.sold, so please ring & make a reasonable offer.
Foil 135 int vgc high performance glider for the
smaller pilot. White MS with blue & yellow US.
Speed bar, fibreglass tips, spare upright, & a sturdy set of wheels. $800 also Moyes front entry
pod with PA chute only 2 yo vgc & v comfortable
for me at 5'7' only $600 also Ball vario with digital wind meter (solar powered) with 10 ft increments to 20,000 ft $250 ph Ken 03 97299261
Trike skylink Hornet reg no T2-2598 532 Rotax
64 hp 120 hrs TT full instruments ZA wing well
maintained $14000 ph Martin 03 98427098

Moyes XT 145 (nov/int) in as new cond white MS
blue LE pink & black US speed bar $2950 ph 03
95718376

XS Easy 155 int blue/yellow/white speed bar airfoil kingpost gc $1200 also, vario Flight DeSigns
same as old Litek $50 03 7836084

Xtralite 147 exp int mylar fair cond $1650 ph
Angus 018 996087, 03 8366019

Moyes XT 165 nov in brand new cond flown for 5
hrs speed bar blue LE white MS pink & green US
$3000 Jason Bruce 39 Dumossa Ave Bulleen Vic
3105

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) in ec only 25 hrs pink
LE white MS & blue US faired uprights speed bar
spare uprights (4), spare flying wires $1800 ono,
Electrophone hand held UHF radios (2) with
spare batteries, desktop chargers, speaker microphones, high gain aerials. All in EC $700 ono +
Garmin GPS-45 brand new $750 ono ph Michael
0398402036
XS Easy 155 (novlint) blue LE white TE orange
US faired kingpost & down tubes speed bar, batten profiles, new poly wheels & glider manual vgc
no damage must sell $900 ono Thermal jump
suit Ige as new suit pilot 5'8" cost $480 will sell for
$280 Hang gliding gloves brand new used by
NASA pilots will sell for $45 ph Peter (Vic) bh 03
4121013 or ah 054 282784
Foil Combat 152 (int) 1990 blue & green US gd
XC glider fully sleeved LE spare down tube suit
person looking for a performance glider at low
cost $890 ph 03 98744346 ah
Pegasus Q T2-2707 180 hrs TT Rotax 462 complete with tra ;ler ex cond always hangared
$17000 neg ph 058 265204
Blade Race 141 exp int white LE purple/white US
$2760 ono also Falcon XE wagon cream col auto
LP gas tow bar roof racks stereo RWC 20/ 11 /95
reg until May '96 $3250 ono please contact via
Steve ph 057 551503
Icom GPS brand new still in box unused simple to
use & accurate incl two battery packs (one rechargable, one penlight), also incl carry case ,
240v wall charger, & 12 volt charger. Two year
guarantee half price $533 03 94312131
3 Axis training Australia's largest microlight lIying school welcomes pilots wishing to gain a 3
axis ultralight certificate. Good package deal
prices, three aircraft types to chose from, hours
count towards a general aviation licence.
Ultralight Flying Machines Sunbury Airfield
Melbourne 03 94312131
Mission 170 nov black LE gd cond spare upright
wheels manual batten profile cocoon harness hel-

Ball vario 651 with high & low range switch vgc
$320 ph Scott H 0397761056 or W 95429741

ACT
Trike T1-2056 early Airborne (Osprey) 447 Rotax
3 blade Ultra prop a great leaming a fun trike in gc
with spares (inc! wing) must sell due to ill health
$3800 ph 060 243503
Blade 153 exp int lIuoro red mylar LE lilac & mint
US white TS & kevlar TE . As new (Nov '94) in
immac cond (only 8 genuine hrs logged on this
glider, 1 owner & the nose has never touched the
ground!) A real bargain please make me an offer!
also, Gyro 11180 stu royal blue LE pink MS It blue
TE with a gold US looks hot with the sun shining
on it! Ex cond & very suitable for school or beginner. $1100 ono also, Sjostrom vario/alt original
EV model A proven performer with digital altimeter averager adjustable sink alarm $350 ono. All
these items have been meticulously cared for by
one owner (myself) & now need another good
home. I'm retiring from the sport to concentrate on
sailplaning, so the hours as quoted above will not
alter at all until you are the proud owner! If you
can help, please call Pete Mullet (or Tracey) 06
2921528, mob (ans. service) 041 1243484

Northern Territory
Moyes XT 145 (nov) gc green orange & white
$2500 ono, + Dart (pod) harness suit 150-175
cm tall with emergency parachute $400 ph Dave
Richards 089 620328 w, 089 622586 h
Trike Airborne Buzzard 532 Rotax Arrow II wing
A 1 cond Comunica helmets & intercom $8500
ono ph David 089 567282 w 089 567833 ah

Western Australia
XS 142 exp int white blue & grey low hrs gc kingpost hang SS fittings inc! XC bag & water proof
bag ph Steve 09 5501585 or 09 5275782 ~

Moyes Accessories
of the highest quality materials for your safety and performance.
MOYES XTREME • Extremely comfortable
• Streamlined • Single main suspension • Low drag
• C urved aluminium backplate • Even support
• Suspension slider rod • Steel carabiner • Ves t style
front entry • Front or side mounted chute • Head up or
down adjustable limiting rope • 3 large internal storage
/)ockets • Adjustable soft shoulder pads • Cam era &
radio pocket • Leather reinforced boot skid • External
side storage pocket • Retractable o/)en & closing zi/)per
pulls • Continous webbing • Pocket for drinking system
• Custom made • 13 colours •

PARACHUTES
• High Energy Sports Quantum Series - 3 sizes,

330, 440 a nd 550 tandem
• High Energy Sports HES - 2 sizes, 20 gore
a nd 22 gore
• Metamorfosi - 1 size

HELMETS
• Moyes Paracond - 4 sizes S, M, L and XL
• Ibargoyen Moyes helmet
• Uvex lurk - 6 sizes XS, S, M , L, XL a nd XXL

GLASSES

MOYES FLEX • Comfortable • Aluminium

• Ol' Eagle Eyes - plain, single visio n o r bi-focal

spreader bars for even support • Front entry vest-style
• Easy rotation from prone to upright pos ition • Loads of
storage • Camera & radio /)ockets • External side storage
pocket • Continous webbing • Steel carabiner • Custom
made • 13 colours •

WHEELS

VARIOS

T·SHIRTS

• Hall Brothers Control Bar Protectors
to su it 1 1/~" basebar

CARABINERS
• Stubai Steel locking with 5000 kg breaking strain

• Moyes T-Shirts - with sho rt or long sleeves or
co ll ared in sizes 18, 20 or 22

• Flytec 3005 and 3020
• Flytec 3030 - including PC software

FLIGHT GEAR

• Ball M19E
• Arai Designs Flight Tangent - with
n e w fin a l glide calcu lato r

AIRSPEED INDICATORS
• Hall Brothers Hang Gliding - 55 & 80 MPH
• Hall Brothers Paragliding - 50 KPH
• lDCElectronic ASI Skywatch Wind
- ava il ab le in MPH or KPH ca libra ti o n fo r h ang

• Moyes Flying lacket - ava il a ble as pu llove r
or zippe red in sizes S, M o r L
• Moyes Pacer Flying Suit - S, M or L
• Moyes Racer Flying Suit - S, M o r L
• Moyes Hats - o ne size fits a ll
• Moyes Speed Arms - sizes S, M or L
• Moyes Embroidered Badge

gliding o r pa rag liding

OTHER

DENNIS PAGEN

• Avocet Altimeter watch
• Silva Compass 70U
• Garmin 45 GPS
• GME radios
• Eggler headsets
• Flytec Meteo Station Electronic Barometer

OTHER ACCESSORIES
• Moyes Hand and Map fairings

•
•
•
•

Hang Gliding Training Manual
Understanding the Sky
Performance Flying
Walking on Air - Pa ragliding

PETER CHENEY
• Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots

• Moyes Windsocks - in 3 sizes
• Bailey/Moyes Tow release

• Camelbak Drinking System
• Hook knife

For further information please contact your local dealer or the Moyes factory.
MOYES DELTA GLIDERS Pty Ltd 173 Bronte R oad Waverle y NSW 2024 Au strali a Te l: 61 23875622 Fax: 61 2 387 4472
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